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PREFACE
The NASA Meal System was developed with three
simple concepts in mind: (1) nutritious, conventional
fuuds are packaged in single-serving units and assembled
Into complete meals; (2) the meals have an extended
shelf-life and can be transported and stored without
need for refrigeration or freezing; (3) preparation of
the meal by the consumer is an easy task wlticit is
accomplished in ten minutes or less.
The meal system was tested in 1975 and 1976 by
different groups of eiderly individuals, most of them
poor, many of them living in rural or small communi-
ties with limited access to transportation and social
services. The results were promising. Above all, it was
shown that the meals can improve the nutrition of
elderly individuals who have been unable to participate
in congregate- or home-delivered meal programs. In
addition, the meals are useful as a standby in case of
inclement weather, sickness, or periods of temporarily
impaired mobility. The meal system, combined with
other services, has the potential to delay or prevent
unwanted institutionalization, allowing elderly indivi-
duals to continue living in their familiar Itomes and
neighborhoods.
The various organizations associated with tite
development and testing of tlte nieal system, particu-
larly the NASA Space Center in Houston, Itave done
their part of the job. Furtlier development of tlte system
is now up to interested user groups, government agencies,
and industry. As the final activity on their part, NASA
and the LBJ School of Public Affairs sponsored a
national conference to report on the demonstration
of the meal system for the elderly and to explore poten-
tial uses of the system for social services, institutional
feeding programs, disaster relief, and international aid.
What went on at this conference and how different
groups assessed the potential of the mea) system is
reported in this volume of proceedings.
From here on, the NASA Meal System is on its
own—either to join the ranks of stillborn innovations or
to become a real-life tool in rneeting nutritional needs
in the public sector. Or, perhaps the system will come to
life because of its commercial potential, which industry
will not fail to examine.
f wish to tltank the members of the staff responsible
for preparing the conference: Nancy Brecht, Norman
Linsky, Rutit Roth, and Peggy Wilson.
The volume is dedicated to Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey, the key-note speaker at the conference,
wlto lias done so inuch to awaken us to the fact that
nutrition and aging are closely interconnected, and that
public policy has to face these probleins which are
largely of our own making.
)urgen Schmandt
Confere►rce Director
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CONFERENCE AIMS
The NASA shelf-stable meai system was created to
provide an alternative way of feeding elderly persons
who could not participate in conventional feeding
pmgranu. (See Meal System for the 6lderly: Conven-
tioiml F'ood in Novel Form, 1976). From the onset of
the project, it was recognized that the nxal system
nright have wider applications beyond elderly feeding
programs. Assessment of the policy implications of the
nteal system to meet these wider needs became an
important goal of the project.
Following the compietion of the field demonstration,
project participants considered the best means to make
public the demonstration findings, and to identify other
public sector needs which the meal system might fill.
The idea of regional workshops was entertained, but it
was feit that a national effort would be more effective.
Accordingly, a decision was made to hold a national
conference on the meal system, jointly sponsored by
NASA's Johnson Space Center and the LBJ School of
Public Affairs.
Prelinunary research indicated that there were other
groups, both domestic and foreign, who saw uses for the
meals. Such groups included social service agencies
serving the handicapped, retarded, and indigent; nursing
homes; hospitals and outpatient clinics; schools: and
disaster and entergency relief organizations. One of the
primary goals of the conference wouid be to explore in
detail the potential uses of the meal system in these
areas.
The interest of industry in producing single-serving,
shelf-stable food units was noied as being of crucial
importance to any future use of the meal system. lt was
hoped that the conference would provide an oppor-
tunity for food producers to discuss the problems and
pouibilities of economical meal production.
With these goals in mind, conference planners sought
attendance from representatives of social service
agencies, institutions, disaster and emergency relief
a,ettcies, as well as industrial producers of food and food
packaging. Conference planners also felt it important to
invite local, state, and federai offcials whose responsibit-
ities were allied with future uses of the meal system. By
bringing together the public and private sectors, it was
hoped_ that the two would enter into an informed
dialogue about the potential uses and marketability of
the meal system.
PLANNiNG AND DESIGN
Planning for the conference reflected the two central
aims of the undertaking—to report on the demonstra-
tion, and to explore the future of the meal system
concept. To serve the first purpose, principal members
of the re-earch team would report on the development
of the project, the demonstration results, the medical
assessment of participants, and the costs of the meal
system. The presentation would be comprehensive and
would provide conference participants with a common
base of information for subsequent discussion.
The sessions to follow were planned to consider the
functional uses of the meals, further demonstration
needs, shelf-stable meals and the food industry, and
possible government—industry cooperation to produce
and distribute shelf-stable meals to user groups. Persons
with expertise in nutrition, aging, social services, disaster
relief, institutional care, and industrial aspects of food
production and delivery were asked to participate in
these sessions as speakers, panel members, and workshop
leaders. A mix of local, state, and federal govemment
personnel were also invited to participate. li:%
Washington, D.C. conference location was chosen to
encourage participation by members of federal abencies
involved in food acquisition, nutrition programs, and
service delivery.
L'xploring the future of the meal system concept
necessitated extensive background research by members
of the conference staff. Background papers detailing the
potential of the meals to meet sociat service needs,
disaster and emergency relief needs, and institutional
needs were prepared prior to the conference and
distributed to all participants. An additional background
paper outlining industrial aspects of ineal system produc-
tion was also prepared.
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Research was conducted primarlly. through letters of
inquiry and personal interviews. Letters were sent to
several hundred social service agencies, disaster and
entergency relief agencies, institutions, and food pro•
ducers requesting their reaction to the meal system.
Approatimately 30 personal interviews were held, many
of them in Washington, D.C. lnformadon gained in the
retum letters and interviews provided the core of data
from which the background papers were prepared.
The research effort also stimulated interest in the
forthcoming conference. Requests for conference infor-
mation began to flow into the LBJ School and NASA.
Additional promotion was effected through conference
announcenients printed 'u-i technical, trade, and social
service journals.
Organizers of the conference were fortunate in
assembling a group of persons with; varied backgrounds
to serve as speakers, panel members, and workshop
leaders. Major conference addresses focused on policy
priorities for the aged (Senator Hubert tlumphrey),
nutrition, health, and aging (Dr. Donald Watkin), nutri-
tional programs for the elderly (Dr. Arthur Flemming),
and shelf-stable meals and the food industry (Dr. Abner
Salant). The complete conference program appears in
Attachment A.
One hundred and twenty persons took part in the
conference. Of this nuniber, over a third were associated
with aging programs, and almost a third were involved
with industrial aspects of food and food packaging. The
remainder represented other social service programs,
disaster relief programs,and institutionalsettings. A com-
plete list of partik;:pants can be found in Attachment B.
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REPORT ON THE 1978 DEMONSTRATION
"MEALS FOR THE ELDERLY"
NISTORY, DESIGN, AND PRODUCTION
OF THE MEAL SYSTEM
Gary Primeaux
Director, NASA Meal System Project
Ron Ritz
Meal System Project, Martin Marietta Corporation
NASA established a Technology Utilization program
in 1962 to assist government and industry in applying
knowledge gained from space research advances in
worthy uses on earth.
In 1974, Anne Kohler, then of the Governor's
Committee on Aging, came to NASA and asked if there
was any way, from the experience gained in feeding
astronauts, to devise an altemate ntethod of feeding
elderly in Texas. It was decided that sucit a project fell
within the bounds of the Technology Utilization pro-
gram. The goal became to provide an alternate meal
service for the elderly who could not participate in
current meals programs, either congregate- or home-
delivered, because of illness, immobility, or geographic
location.
NASA scientists and engineers at the Johnson Space
Center in Houston worked with the idea of shelf-stable
nteals, came up with a design, and then put together the
team which subsequently worked on the project. The
team included NASA, the Lyndon B. Johnson School of
Pubtic Affairs at The University of Texas at Austin,
United Action for the Elderly Inc., Texas Research
Institute of Mental Sciences (TRIMS), and The Univer-
sity of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston. NASA had
overaH program responsibility, designed and developed
the meal system, and procured all the meals. United
Action for the Elderly and the LBJ School of Public
Affairs implemented the pilot demonstration and major
demonstration of the meals, and the LBJ School of
Public Affairs evaluated the results of the demonstra-
tion.
The initial stage of the project was devoted to the
technical design of the meal system.
Using infotmation from a"Food Preference and
Attitude Survey" administered to 100 elderly by
TRIMS, NASA obtained 146 food items for testing. The
meal components were procured from the U.S. Army
Natiek Development Center, from commercial food
producers, and internally from NASA.
A technical taste test, again directed by TRIMS, was
conducted on the 146 food items at NASA to ensure
that only the most acceptable food items would be
selected from those which were available. Ninety-six
food items survived the technical taste test. These were
then tested by 70 elderly citizens, who found only one
item unacceptable. Thus, 95 food items were used in
designing the menus to be used in the two-week and
tltree-month demonstrations.
All meals were designed to meet one-third of the
daily recommended dietary allowances for niales 51
years and older and for people who could eat a regular
diet. The types of packaging used were selected for ease
of opening. Twenty-one nienus were established. Each
nteal contained an entree, two side dishes, dessert, and a
beverage. Fifteen of tlte 21 meals consisted primarily of
canned items. The other six menus consisted of freeze-
dried foods. Ttte drinks were powdered and tlte soups
were dehydrated.
A two-week pilot demonstration was conducted to
test and evaluate the technieal and social aspects of the
meal systent. The pilot demonstration ran from October
1-15, 1975. A seven-day meal cycle was used. Forty-one
elderly were selected from small town and rura) areas.
Each person received a seven-day meal box at the
beginning of each week from a delivery volunteer.
Participants evaluated each food item from each menu
and interviews were conducted with everyone at the end
of the two weeks.
The overall evaluation wa:, very favorable. Several
problems were identified: (1) a few 1'ood items got poor
evaluations; (2) nuts were too difficult for some to
chew; (3) about five participants found some of the
packaging difficult to open; (4) a seven-day meal
package gave several older women difficulty since it was
bulky and relatively heavy.
Results from the two-week pre-test led to design
changes. The meal tray was eliminated entirely, since
few participants had used it during the pre-test. A
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simpiified color coding system was developed for the
separate food items to indicate whether they were to be
eaten hot or cold. Instructions and labels were printed in
large black letters to make reading easier. The overall
weight and bulk of the seven-day pack was reduced.
Some food items were eliminated, which led to a partial
rearrangement in the menu cycles. All changes were
made to make the system more attractive and more
useable by the elderly.
System Design
The full 21-day menu cycle was used for the full-scale
demonstration. The foods were procured from commer-
cial sources in accordance with food manufacturing
specifrcations. Many were "off-the-shelf ' products
which were re-labeled in accordance with NASA's
system design. A few commercial formulations were
modified to nieet nutritional requirements. Specifically,
tiie powdered beverages and instant puddings—normally
intended to be reconstituted with milk—were blended
with non-fat dried milk so that they could be recon-
stituted Oth water without significant loss in nutrition.
Some foods were specifrcally packaged for the project to
meet single-serving requirements where such items
(principally vegetables) were not commercially available.
Following the June, 1977 Conference the results of
a nutritional analysis of the NASA meal system became
available. The results are as follows:
The 21 meals used during the demonstration were
procured comniercially on the basis of detailed speci-
jleations established by NASA and reJlecting nutritfonal
data contained fn Handbook #8, USDA. At NASA's
request, nine randomly selected meals were subjected to
a cromprehensive nutritional analysis which was per-
formed by a FDA-approved laboratory. The complete
results of the analysis are available, orr request, from the
following address:
National Aeronautics and Space Adminfstration
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attention: Gar}, R. Arimeaux/SDS
Uf the nine meals analyzed, seven provided nwre
ealories than 113 RDA; the remaining two meals pro-
vided slightly less. All other RDA requirements were
met or surpassed !n all meals except one. In the case of
this particular meal, several requirements were not met.
This suggests a deficiency with the meal or, possibly, a
problem with the nutritional analysis. It is recognized
that nutritional values contained in Handbook #8 are
approximations and can differ substantially from results
obtained through nutritional analysis. Although tiiis one
meal was nutritionally defieient, it fs the average intake
of nutrients over a perlod of time that is most lmportant.
DELIVERY ALTERNATIIVES
peLv Wiban
Reseatrh Associate, LQ/ Srhool of Pttblic .9Jj`'ain
In planning delivery of the meals, two facWrs
determined the methods used: the needs of the partici-
pants, and feasible delivery altematives.
Some elderly are forced to enter nursing honies
because they lack certain services, which, if provided,
could be suffrcient to allow thr:1, to remain in their
homes. Having a balanced daily meal might be one of
those services. Thus, the project was trying to reach
homebound elderly who otherwise would not be receiv-
ing a meal service, primarily rural and smali town
elderly.
Many urban elderly are also isolated and homebound,
so a small population of urban elderly was also included
in the sample. Most congregate meal programs operate
only five days a week, which creates a weekend feeding
problem. The decision was made to include elderly who
took part in congregate feeding programs in the weekend
supplement phase of the project. Map A details the
feeding sites, and also the distribution and delivery
network.
Four delivery options were available. The project
could tie into existing meal service systems, or could
establish a new service network for home delivery.
Participants could pick up their own meals, or meals
could be mailed. In fact, all four methods were tried.
For purposes of evaluation, two home delivery
systems were used, personal and impersonal. Most
participants had their meals delivered to their homes by
volunteers. The volunteer made an effort to establish a
personal relationship with the meal recipient, and was
available to answer any questions about the program
that might arise. Some participants received their meals
by impersonal delivery to control against the "halo
effcct", reactions based on personal attention instead of
on the merit of the meal system. Use of impersonal
delivery also provided an opportunity to test mail and
van drop-off inethods which, due to shortages of
volunteErs, would play an important role in any large-
scale distribution of the NASA meals.
Deliveries for the weekend supplement participants
were handled in two ways. A NASA packet consisting of
two meals was distributed on Friday to those participat-
ing in congregate or day-care programs. Meals-on-Wheels
participants received their NASA weekend meals on
Friday at the time of their hot meal delivery. Doliveries
to home health and alternate care participants were
inade by their service providers during regular visits to
the home. .,
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At the time of the initial delivery of NASA food to
the participants, a volunteer gave each participant
complete training in meal preparation, and answered any
questions about the program. This personal orientation
was given to all participants, regardiess of their subse-
quent mode of delivery, whether personal or inipenonai.
After the initial suppiy of ineals had been delivered to
each site, additional meals were delivered once a week or
twice a month, depending on the storage capability of
each site.
Marris Co.
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FIfELD DEMONSTRATION RESUf1.TS
Dr. Lodis Rfiodes
Asslstant Projessor, L4! Scboot oJ'Pubtic Affafrs
The fleld demonstration ran from late January to
May, 1976. One hundred and sixty-eight elderly started
the projeet. 'i'heir principai characteristics w-ere:
ase	 Btlrntclry
60-70
	
32%	 Anglo	 54%
71-80	 46%	 Black	 35%
Over80
	 22%	 Mexican-American	 11%
Sex	 /nconre Indfcators•
Male	 28%	 Social Slcurity (SSA) 48%
Female	 72%	 Supplemental Security
Income (SSl) 16%
SSA + SSl 30%
Food Stamps 31%
Higher Income 4%'•
' Does not add up to 100% because of program overlap.
•' Above Titie XX Social Security eligibility require-
ments.
Forty-one elderly received meals as a weekend supple-
ment. The reniaining 127 ate the nieals on a daily basis.
All received the nieals for nine weeks. Meals were
delivered to twenty-four elderly for an additional six
wee ks.
More than three-quarters of the elderly participants
liked the NASA meals "very much" and wanted to
continue receiving thein, although not necessarily on a
daily basis. The two niost attractive features of the
system, according to the participants, were the food
itseif, and the oase and convenience of food preparation.
Many participants realized that the NASA nieals
would be particularly useful to them should they
become less ntobile and less able to cook and shup i'or
theniselves. Several of the tnen in the sample said that if
their wives became ill, they would like the meals on a
daily basis due to their convenience and ease of
preparation. In general, there was recognition among the
eiderly that receiving pre•packaged nteals would aid
them in remaining in their own homes.
Almost half the group felt each meal provided more
than enoug ► to cat. Many participants could not eat a
single meal at onc sitting, and routinely stretched each
meai over the day to provide two meals. or one meal and
several snacks. By preparing only a portion of the food
items at any one time, and by saving leftovcrs for future
use, participants adapted the meal system to suit their
own eating preferences and pattems.
All delivery systems used in the project worked well.
Data obtained do not support any appreciable "halo
effect". While those who received the meals from a
volunteer enjoyed the social contact, they did not
evaluate the program more positively than did those who
received their meals via the impersonal delivery mode.
More than 60 percent said that if they had their choice,
they would prefer volunteer delivery over van drop-off
or U.S. mail delivery. However, ail 15 participants who
received their meals by mai) found that dellvery system
acceptable.
Since volunteer delivery might not be possible for an
extended period of time, participants were asked if they
could pick up their meals from a central location such as
a church or community center. Fifty-four percent said
such a pick-up would be impcnsible for them due to
transportation problems or ill health. Thus, delivery to
the home either by a volunteer, van, or U.S. mail is an
important factor in the success of a long-term project.
Overali, the elderly who took part in the project did
not beconie bored eating the NASA meals on a daily
basis. l.ess than a third felt some food items had been
repeated too frequently during the course of the
program.
The majority of participents reported no difficuity
either in opening the food packages or in preparing the
individual food iteins. As previously montioned, ease of
food preparation was one of the most attractive features
of the mea) systern for the elderly.
One-third of the participants questioned said their
eating habits changed while they were participating in
the NASA progratn. Most reported that they were eating
both a greater variety and an increased amount of food
than before. Other elderly noted that it was now easier
to prepare ni®als, that they were eating more nutritious
foods, and that thcy needed to eat less for other meals
than they had before.
The majority of participants who received the NASA
nieals as a weekend supplement found the meals of
similar or better quality than the meals provided by their
hot nicais progranis during the week. All but one
participant of this group wanted to continue receiving
the meals for wcekend use. The fact that almost 20
percent ot' the weekend participants did not frequently
eat a hot meal on the weekend prior to this program
suggests there is a service gap on weekends which the
NASA meal systetn filled.
The ease of preparation of the NASA meals allowed
some of the chronicaily ill and/or disabled altemate care
participants to prepare th:+ nteals themselves. In addi-
tion, providers or homentakers who normally prepared
A-^&
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tttuei: and/or shopped for altemate care partidpants
nported a aavings in tirne by using the NASA meals. On
(he other hand, some homemaken preferred to cook
€onventional meals.
Thus, the infonnation avaIlable indicates that the
simpie pteparation technology used in this program, the
food, and the delivery systems were well accepted by the
elderly participants. In fact, many participants expressed
t4agret that the program would not continue.
HBALTH AND NUTR1TllONAL ASSESSMENT
WiUiam J. McGanity, M.D.
Unfversity of Texas 1NedfcaJ Branch, Galveston
As part of the evaluation of the field trials of "Meals
Systems for the Eiderly," a smail team of physicians,
dieticians, and biochemists from the University of Texas
Medical Branch—Galveston carried out serial health and
nutritional assessments prior to starting and after com-
pleting both the 9- or 16-week feeding trial. On each
occasion in February, March, and May, 1976 a medica)
evaluation (history, physical examination, and bio-
chemica) screen of 20 metabolic and physiologic items)
and a nutritaonal assessment (dietary history, clinical
examination, and nutritionai biochemical assessment)
were perforn,ed.
Participants were drawn from meal recipients in ten
cuunties in central and south central Texas (Tables 1 and
11). Two out of three were female: six out of ten werr
white: and alm.,w! all were over 65 years of age. Of the
original 75 participants examined in late January or
early February, 61 (81%) were re-assessed in late March,
18 of whom were continued on the feeding program an
additional six weeks and re-evaluated for a third time in
mid-May, 1976.
All r;rsons enrolled in the study were in "good
health" without contraindication to the use of the
NASA dietary foods. For example. persons with known
decompensated and treated crrdiac, renal, and liver
disease were excluded, as were a couple of individuals
with gastro-intestinal prublems and/or diversionary
surgical procedures.
Their past medical history revealed a significant
incidence of chronic health problems (Table 111). They
also suffered from a variety of current health disabilities
(Table !V). It is of note that alniost one-half (46.7%)
reported that they had no prior medical history uf any
of the 31 major heal ►h disorders about which they were
questioned. However, only one percent were free of any
of the 34 current medical symptoms about which they
were queried.
A dietary food frequency history was obtained at
each time of examination. The participants' dietary data
(Table V) from the initial assessment provided a few
surprises. Over one-third (34%) were ingesting a daily
mineral vitamin supplement. Over one in two (55%)
were drinking a glass or more of milk each day: 770
drank more than six cokes and/or cups of coffee each
day. and one individual acknowledged beine an
alcoholic. From the dietary data in Table V. orte misht
predict an adequate intake of most nutrients. Examina-
..0
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t(ott of thote who "never" (inadequate <one serving/
month) used a moderate or high food source of VituNns
A and C suggeas the possihllity of an "at risit" subgroup
witfiin our study group .
Meals used by the elderiy in dte feeding program
provided one-third RDA for males 51 years of age and
older. Nowrver, since 75 percent of the sample was
female, the caloric and nutrient intake provided by the
meals was greater than one-third RDA for the majority
of participants. Tabie Vi retlects the weighted RDA and
percent RDA of the food packages.
Table VII shows selected non-nutritional clinical
symptoms of elderly persons by duration of feeding
trial. While these symptoms are to be expected with
aging, it should be noted that five percent of the elderly
showed evidence of edema when they started on the
f'eeding program and seven percent after participating
for nine weeics. Wlule edema can rewit from various
causes, it would be advisable to control salt intake in
future medical rests of feeding programs, both by pro-
viding low sodium meals and by counseling participants
not to add salt at home.
Table Vilt shows that an increase in biood glucose was
observed during the feeding trial. This increase may be due
to the higher carbohydrate diet provided by the NASA
meals. Renal function, as measured by blood urea
nitrogon and serum creatinine, did not change signi-
ficantiy.
Table IX lists selected clinical symptoms which may
be associated with insufficient nutrient intake.
At the time of entry into our study (February), there
were subjects with biochemical nutritionai problems, as
evidence by
— l 1 percent with low serum iron and 6 percent with
low serum folate (Table X).
— l! percent with low serum Vitamin E and 23
percent with elevated serum cholesterol (Table
xi).
-- 7 to 19 percent with decreased levels of serum
Vitamin C and urinary riboflavin (Table XII).
During the feeding trial, the levels of the mean level
of hemoglobin and serum iron decreased signiBcantly
(Tabie XIIi), and the percent with low levols of
hemogtobin and folate levels increased (Table X). While
the calculated dietary intake of iron fri..n the NASA
meals was adequate, the biochemical data suggests that
not all of it was available for use by the body.
Improvement was no ►ed Gt the ttuRan and "at risk"
levels of Vitamin E and cholesterol (Tables XI and XIV)
and Vitantin C and riboilavin (Tabks Xil and XV).
Whik mean urinary niacin excretions did not alter
significantly (Tabk XV). the percentage "at risk" with
low levels did increase over seven-fold.
Paired data from the 18 parttcipants who werc
evaluated on all three occasions provides similar trends
in their biochemical nutritional data. The mean Itvals
and "at risk" percentage are presented in Table XVI to
Tabie XVIII.
Taken as a whole, based on our data analysis, the
NASA meals provide safe nutrition. Participants in the
program showed improvetnents in sotne nutrition-
related indicators, and deteriorated soniewhat in other
respects. We would recommend that the meals be sub-
jected to longer and larger iield trials to clarify the
importance of trends we have identitied. A longer
assessment would ailow for study of nutritional impact
during a full food availability cycle, whereas our studies
were carried out during only one season of the year
(February-May, 1976).
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TABLE 1
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF ELDERLY SAMPLE BY SEX AND ETHNICITY
(Febrwry,1976)
Coanty M F B W
Comal 3 7 2 5
Guadalupe 3 5 4 3
Atascosa 2 5 5
Wibon 3 3 2 2
Rarnes 2 2 2 2
Bastrop 2 2 3 1
Travis 3 3 2 1
McLennan 1 7 1 7
FaAs 0 3 2 1
San Saba 4 15 0 18
Participants ia Nutritioml Assessment n = 23 S2 18 4S
% n 31 69 24 60
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TABLE 11
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF ELDERLY SAMPLE BY AGE
(Febrnuy, 1976)
M	 F Total
n n 23	 52 75
A,e/Yem Petrentye
60-64 13	 2 5
65-69 30	 23 25
70-74 22	 27 25
75-79 17	 25 23
80-84 13	 17 16
85 4	 6 5
Totat 99	 100 99
TABLE Ill
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
PERCENT ELDERLY PERSONS WITH POSITIVE
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY
(February.1976)
n n 7S
Prlor Med/ca/ Diiorder rercent
I . Major Respiratury 13.3
2. Major Card'wvasrular
- Coronary/Stroke 9.3
--Elevated B" Pressure 28.0
3. Liver Troubie 6.7
4. Restricted Activity 9.3
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TABLE V
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
'.^ PERCENT FOOD USE BY ELDERLY PERSONS^
' TABLE N n = 75
t^
' HEALTH ASSESSMENT Servbrd of Food Itent InBested Qolly Nerer
A. 1. Bread 91 3PERCENT F;LDERLY PERSONS WITH CURRENT 2. Cereals 36 21; HEALTH PROBLEMS
(February, 1976) 3. Noodles/Rice 11 45
n=74
B. 1. Milk 55 21
CarrentMedicolSymptoms Percent 2. Eggs 33 21j 3. Beef 16 13
; 1. Weakness and/or Fatigue 16.0 4. Chicken 8 28
2. Vision Alteration 45.3 S. Chcese 8 48
6. Fish 1 733. Use Dentures 74.7 7. Beans 1 45
4. Short of Breath 22.7
5. Edema 29,3 C. 1. FruIt Juice 55 25
2• High Vitamin C 28 296. Elevated Blood Pressure 37.3 3. High Vitamin A& C 12 43
; 7. Chronic Constipation 37.3 4. High Vitamin A 7 35
8. Nocturia 54.7 5. Moderate Vitamin A& C 28
D. 1. Sweets 23 11
2. Soda Water 12 63
3. Candy 9 67
. 4. Chips 8 63
,- 5. Alcohol 3 92
10
	
^
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TABLE VI
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
NUTRIENT CONTRIBUTION OF PRE-PACKAGED MEALS
21 MENU CYCLE
We{ghted•	Mean Percent
RDA	 21 Menus Weidhted RDA
Per Day
Calories: Kcal 2000	 872 44
Protein: gm 50	 45 90
Fat: gm --	 23 --
CHO: gm --	 122 --
Calcium: mg 800	 500 62
Iron: mg 10	 10 100
Vitamin A: iu 4200	 4600 110
Vitamin C: mg 45	 58 128
Thiamin: mg 1.1	 0.6 57
Riboflavin: mg 1.2	 1.0 83
Niacin: mg 15	 12 80
+NRC Recommended Dietary Allowance for > 51-year old subjects of whom 75^'o female and 25% male.
TABLE Vit
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
SELECTED CUNICAL SYMPTOMS ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
Month (1976) Febrnary Moreh
Daratloh in Waks 0 9
b : . 73 61
Non-Nutritional Symptans Percent
i. Abnormal Vision 3 3
2. Gross Dental Caries 9 7
3. Loss of Skin Elasticity 51 80
4. Abnormal Pulmonary Findings 7 --
5. Abnormal Cardiac RateJRythm 9 --
6. Absent Knee Jerks—Bilateral 9 10
7. Absent Ankle Jerks—Bilateral 27 10
8. Absent Vibratory Sense—Bilateral 13 8
9. Bilateral Edema 5 7
.. 7
c ^
':.^
Moy
16
19
5
5
74
5
{ 4 O ' '
3
TABLE VIII
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
PERCENT HIGH BIOCHEMISTRY BY TIME
Month (1976)	 February
Dwotlon /n Weeka
	 0
n +	 75
Sbndard Used
`	 Blood Glucose	 120 mg/dl
^	 Blood Urea Nitrogen	 30 rng/dl
Serum Creatinine
	
1.6 mg/dl
12
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Mareh
	
Moy
9	 16
61
	
18
Percent
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TABLE IX
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
SELECTED CLINICAL SYMPTOMS ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
Montk (1976) Febraary March May
Dwrotion ln Weeks 0 9 16
n + 75 61 19
Nutrition-Related Symptoms Percent
1. Nasolabial Seborrhea 1 3 0
2. Filiform Papillary Atrophy 12 20 --
3. Swollen Red Papillae 1 0 0
4. Angular Lesions/Cheilosis 7 0 0
S. Follicular Hyperkeratosis 13 20 --
6. Enlarged Thyroid Gland 1 1 5
TABLE X
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
PERCENT LOW BIOCHEMISTRY BY TIME
Month (1976) Febnary March May
Drwation !n Weeks 0 9 16
n s 75 61 18
Standard Used Percent
Serum Albumin < 3.0 gm/dl 0 0 0
Hemoglobin < 13.0 gm/dl 0 10 11
Hematocrit < 37/41 % 3 7 6
MCHC < 30 0 0 0
Serum Iron < 40 mcg/dl 11 7 17
Serum Folate < 3 ng/dl 6 15 12
RBC Folate <	 140 ng/dl 0 11 0
Serum B 12 < 0.2 ng/dl 0 0 0
13
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TABLE XI
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
PERCENT LOW OR HIGH BIOCHEMISTRY BY TIME
Month (1976)	 February	 Marrh	 May
Duration in Weeks
	 0	 9
	
16
n =	 75	 61
	
18
^ .
^
^	 a
!
,
Standard Uscd Percent
Serum Vitamin A< 30 mcg/dl 0	 2
Serum Vitamin E< 700 mcg/dl 11	 2
Serum Cholesterol > 300 mg/dl 23	 5
Serum Triglycerides > 200 mg/dl 33	 33
0
0
6
44
TABLE Xll
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
PERCENT LOW BIOCHEMISTRY BY TIME
Month	 February
Draratbn fn Weeks 	 0
n a	 75
Standard Uaed
Serum Vitamin C< 0.2 mg/dl	 7
Urinary Ribotlavin < 79 mcg/gmCr	 19
Urinary Niacin < 1.6 mcg/gmCr 	 3
Maich
^
61
Percent
3
7
14
May
16
18
5
5
21
4
14	 ^
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TABLE XIII
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TR1AL
Month (1976) February Marrh
Dwadon !n Weeks 0 9
n = 74 39
Serum Albumin gm/di 4.4 4.3
Hemoglobin gm/dl 153 14.4
Hematocrit % 43.0 42.4
MCHC units 35.6 33.9
Serum Iron mcg/dl 95 91
Serum Folate ng/dl 7.6 7.8
RBC Folate ng/dl 354 317
Serum 812 ng/dl All Elevated Levels
B12 measurements were done on a limited group with low hemoglobin, iron, or folate levels.
May
16
18
4.2
14.2
43.8
32.5
90
10.2
329
1S
16
TABLE XIV
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
Month (1976) Febrwry mamb May
Duradon in Weeks 0 9 16
n 74 59 18
Semm Vitamin A mcgidl 90 97 101
Semm Vitamin E meg/dl 1122	 1667 1157
Serum Cholesterol mg/di 270 224 208
Serum Triglycerides mgldl 179 191 209
TABLE XV
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
Month (1976) February March may
Duration In Weeks 0 9 16
n 74 59 18
Serum Vitamin C 1.1 1.1 0.7
Urinary Riboflavin meg/gmCr 	 383 867 1395
Urinary Niacin mcg/gmCr 5.3 6.0 3.9
Serum Calcium mg/di 9.8 9.9 9.5
Month (1976)
Darotfon in Weeks
na
Serum Albumin gm/dl
Hemoglobin gm/dl
Hematocrit %
MCHC units
Serum Iron mcg/di
Serum Folate ng/dt
RBC Folate ng/dl
Serum B12 ng/dl
1	 t q^	 x	 A
R	 i°
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TABLE XVI
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN PAIRED BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
February March
0 9
18 18
4.4 4.3
15.2 14.6
43.2 42.8
35.2 34.1
93 99
6.4 5.3
May
16
18
4.2
14.2
43.6
32.6
92
10.1
TABLE XVII
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN PAIRED BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
Month (1976) February March
Daratton !n Weeks 0 9
n = 18 18
Serum Vitamin A mcg/dl 82 87
Serum Vitamin E mcg/dl 893 1663
Serum Chotesterol mg/dl 238 211
Serum Triglycerides mg/di 133 168
May
16
18
102
1143
203
214
^
I
17
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TABLE XVIII
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
MEAN PAIRED BIOCHEMICAL DATA ELDERLY PERSONS
BY DURATION OF FEEDING TRIAL
MonAh (1976) Febraary Mareh
Duratlon fn Weeks 0 9
n = 18 18
Serum Vitamin C mg/dl 0.4 0.7
Urinary Riboflavin mg/gmCr 224 884
Urinary Niacin mcg/gmCr 4.2 6.1
Serum Calcium mg/dl 9.8 9.7
May
16
18
0.7
1459
4.0
9.5
18
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TElE ECONOMICS OF THE NASA MEAL SYSTEM
Dr. Jurgen Schmandt
Professor, LBJ School of Public AfJ'airs
Cost considerations of the NASA meal system are
essential to determine the viability of the concept. The
Sgures available are partial, and are based upon a
research and development type of project. We must leave
it to industry to extrapolate from these figures what the
costs would be under normal production conditions, and
for different numbers of food units.
The figures to be discussed reflect direct costs only:
the food itself, food labeling, packaging, assembly,
distribution, and partial delivery. Not included are the
'ttASA and LBJ School administrative costs, nor the
research cc4ts incurred in the developntent of the
system.
NASA expended $38,950 for the 10,000 meals
produced for the fteld demonstration. The following
table suniniarizes the production costs:
Items	 Total $
Food and primary packaging $28,800
Labels 7,500
Secondary Package 300•
Multi-meal box 350•
Meal assembly 2,000
Total S 38,950
' These figures are estimates of costs based on large
production quantities. These items were provided to
NASA by the manufacturer at no cost.
When considering the cost of the meals for the denion-
stration, it is intportant to rementber that several factors
contributed to unusually ltigh expenditures. First, the
singte-serving cans used were particularly high in cost.
For example, some of the cans cost S 1.46 per unit.
These cans were produced in special runs especially for
the meals program. According to NASA. use of the
smaller cans increased the per-unit average cost frorn
S.25 for the standard size can to $1.46 for the cans
specifically produced for this project.
Secondly, only 10,000 nieals were produced. Econ-
omies of scale in larger production runs would decrease
the total costs.
Thirdly, the final assembly of the meals packages was
dore by "overqualified" NASA personnel. NASA
reported that meal assembly could have been accont-
plished with less skilled personnel, thereby reducing the
costs of that category.
T1te following tables itemize the highest and lowest
cost meals:
Hiah Cost—Menu No. 19	 ltem Cost
Corn $1.46
Beans w/tomato sauce 1.46
Chicken ala King 1.46
Applesauce .50
Instant Vanilla Drink .30
Labels .40
Total $ 5.58
Low Cost—Menu Na 6 	 Item Cost
Beef and rice w/onions 	 $ .59
Creamed peas	 .38
Cottage chase	 .45
Chocolate Crunch Bar	 .20
Instant Vanilla Drink	 .30
Labels	 .41
Total	 S 2.33
Menu 19 contained three special single-serving cans, all
produced in special production runs. Their unit price of
51.46 per can brings the total inenu cost to a lugh S5.58.
Menu 6, on the other hand, contained mostly freeze-
dry food items, and had ainuch lower total cost.
Delivery and distribution costs of the meal program
were as follows:
Distribution and Delivery 	 S per meal
(a) From NASA to Distribution Center 	 .05
From Distribution Center to client
(rural location)	 .17
Total
	
.22
(b) Mail Delivery from NASA to client 	 .17
These costs are approximations. They are difficult to
estimate since students and site volunteers spent con-
siderable amounts of time delivering the nteals. Not
surprisingly, the cost of mail delivery is lower than the
cost of personal delivery.
The next table shows the high, low, and average costs
for food and primary packaging:
Cost for Food and Primary Paekasina
AVERAGE	 $2.88
H1GH	 $5.58
LOW	 $ 2.3 3
19	 1 '^
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While the average cost per meal of $2.88 was higher
thiut the $1.91 average Title Vlt nteal costs in Texas, it is
important to remember that dte researcdt natura of the
NASA meal system increased the unit price substan-
tiiily. As mentioned earlier, the cost of aingk-serving
cans raised the average pdce. lf adjustments can be made
for the high cost of single-serving cans, the average cost
1 per tmal shouid drop to approximately $1.60. This, of
course, is dependent upon large•scak production which
wuuld allow economies of scale.
The direct dollar cost of the program does not tell the
wltole story. A cost analysis of the meal system needs
also to take into account the reduction in nursing home
payntents by Medicare and Medicaid that might occur
^	 when elderly persons could remain in their own homes,
. i	 retxxiving such home•based services as a meal system.
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THE MEAL SYSTEM IN THE LARGER POLICY CONTEXT:
MAJOR CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
21
71te 1976 tneal system denanstration project showe+d
that shelf-stable, sittgle-serving meals were accepted and
enjoyed by one user group—tlte elderly. What ane the
ramiffaQNons of this successful demonstration on policy
lnitiatives for the elderly and other pote►ttlat users of the
meals? 1/ow should nutritiom moisiderqtions be related
to genrral polfcies atd programs for the eklerly?
In his speech, "Pblicy Priorities for the Aged,
Senator Hubert Humphrey indicated that tite gmwing
number of eldeHy Americans demands that an equitable
portion of the budget be spe►rt to address their needs.
Policy priot7ties need to be established for the aging, and
the cnvrnerstone of the policy should be nutrition. At
present, the ttutritional health of the elder/tv is poor.
Some pnognrms are in operation, such as Title V'11
congregate feeding programs, Meals-on-Wheels programs,
and Food Stamp services. Tltle XX also ptovides sonte
fands for nutrltion programs. But these efyi ►rts are not
enough. More needs to be do►w. Researclt is necessary in
order to design progratns tltat are niore responsive to the
actual needs of the people. Good health demands a
proper diet. By designing new ►uutritiott ptogmnts, a ►td
by lmptwving the ones that currently are in operation,
we wi11 be exercising economy in government.
POUCY PRIORITIES FOR THE AGED
Seaator Hubert H. Humphrey
in developing public policy to help nteet the needs of
the elderly, Congress is faced with a challenge of
monuntental importance. As the post-World War 11 baby
boom becomes the poct-20th century senior citixen
explosion, increasing amounts of governnitnt funds must
be expended for care of the elderly.
We are very poor at looking ahead. We prefer to talk
about yesterday, the good old days. And then a few
peopie want to investigate today. But planning ahead
seems to run contrary to our pubiic nature. Most of us
privately do plan ahead, particularly if you have chlldren
and a mortgagr. But public policy planning is in short
tupply•
Our challenge is not simply to assure that an
equitable percentage of the budget be spent on the
eldedy. Rather, our challenge is to establish a new order
of priorities and a framework of services that allows
government to respond to the changing demands of an
aging society.
That's going to have an effect—on labor force, on
employment, on the social security system and housing
patterns. Many things are affected as you look at
demographic trends for the next 20 years. We talk about
demography, but thcn we don't do anything about it.
Thank goodness you are here to do something about it.
A network of interlocking services niust be designed
to respond to the complications of aging—services that
meet both the physioiogical and psychological needs of
this population.
The principal foundation stone for this new approach
should be nulrition. !t is particularly difficult for senior
citizens to acitieve a balanced diet. Nutrition. in this
country, is a subject niainly talked about for cats and
dogs. 011 TV, they'll have a discussion of nutritionai
needs for puppies, for older dogs. or special f'ood for
kittens or cats. There is more inforniation on TV about
the diet of house pets than there is about children (and
little or nothing about the elderly.). As old age ap-
proaches, metabolic changes require a reduction of
caloric intake, whilc the necessary levels for pro ►ein,
vitamins, and minerals remain constant.
The facts on the state of the nutritional health of our
elderly are shtxking:
— 67 percent of women and 46 percent of inen are
overweight:
—?6 percent of the elderly are undernourished: and
— 25 percent are anemic.
These facts are pretty weil known, but there ic no
concerted program of information and communication
through the process of saturation to bring the meaage to
the American people and to find solutions.
Improving the nutritional well-being of our nation's
aged will not be an easy task. Yet. we as individuals must
commit ourulves to this purpose. After all, every one of
_._....
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us will be the benet3ciary of such a policy sooner or
later.
Two troubksome trends confront policymakers. The
first trend is that the number of persons over the age of
65 is increasing sharply. The second trend is that the
cost of health care is rising at an alarming rate-165
billion last year or 9 percent of the GNP.
There are 30 miilion persons aged 60 and above. This
number will increase by 40 percent by the year 2000.
Our spending for health is rising at a rate of 12
prrcent each year. In 1966, we spent $42.1 billion on
health. That figure could reach $230 billion by 1980. A
large percentage of this money is devoted to the elderly.
We dott't give people heaith care; we give them sickness
care. As long as we delude ourselves by saying we have
health insurance, we aren't going to get at tite question
of healtit care.
1 have come to the conclusion, partly as a resuit of
personal experience and partly as a resuit of over-
whelniing evidence, that the United States must adopt a
strong policy of preventive health care. At that point, we
must talk nutrition, and diet, and exercise.
Such a policy should not be directed at just the
elderly, but the entire population.
1 can teli you this. I was on the phone this nioming
with an eminent physician. He was asking me how I was
feeling, because I have to get some cheinotherapy
tomorrow. I was telling hini my symptoms. I said. "I
want to see a top-grade nutritionist to talk about my
diet." He said, "They are hard to find." They're not
really considered a part of the total health care system
(unless you are a dog). Such a policy should be viewed as
an investment in the future, because it is just that.
The importance of the relationship of diet to health is
emphasized by hard statistics. Six of the ten leading
causes of death in the U.S. are related to nutrition. Half
of the cancers in women and 30 percent in men are
caused by poor nutrition.
Clearly, improving the nutrition of the nation will
help us to attack thesc diseascs at their root. And yet.
the medical schoois of this country, until the last five ur
six years, have liad no progrant in nutrition far their
docton.
i~arlier. I said that good nutrition is an investment in
the future. In fact, some nutrition programs begin to
save money as soon as they aro active. An example is the
Meals-on-Wheels progratn.
The Senate Sclect Committee un Nutrition and
Human Needs has estimated that an investtnent of $80
ndilion in this program would save the Federal Govern-
ntent at least S200 miliion.
This savings would be due to the decrease in
dependency that our eiderly wouid have on institu-
tionalized care.
Our discuuion of this subject should not overlook the
contribudons of non-governmental sources. A number of
non-govemntent groups and individuals have played a
valiant role in assisting the nation's aged.
While these efforts are both courageous and generous,
they still leave us with a cry in the darkness. The simple
truth is that we must do more.
The Federal Govemment helps senior citizens
through the Older Americans and Social Security Acts,
as well as through Food Stamps. hven with these
essential policies and programs, we stil) lack a compre-
hensive approach to the problem I have outlined. Each
one of these programs runs its own course, as if they
were in separate continents.
Let us review these Federal efforts. Over $600 million
in food stamp benefrts go to households with an elderly
person.
Food stamps are one of the most important nutrition
programs this nation has. But the primary problem with
food stamps—fruia ilir puint of view of the elderly—is
that they are intended for the poor. It is a fact that
many elderly are poor, but not ail of them.
Nutritional problems of the eideriy steni frotn many
causes, only one of which is poverty. This poverty
orientation prevents the food stamp program from
reaching niany households which desperately need assis-
tance.
The Social Security Act is another well-intentioned
legislative effort that t'alls short of being a coniprehen-
sive approach.
Title XX of this Act provides nutrition services. But
only 38 states currently use Title XX funds because of a
highly resented means test for elderly recipients and
because of a restrictive matching requireinent.
Title Vil of the Older Aniericans Act is the niost
comprehensive effort to date to resolve the nutritional
deflciencies of the elderly. In 1972, Cungress established
the authority fur nutrition projects un'der this Title.
The response lias been impressive. We nuw have 6,700
sites in every state of the union, serving about 435,000
meals per day.
But what about the other 29 ntiilion elderty7 What
about the elderly of our center cities". Of our rural areas?
By conservative estimates, at ieast 1.5 million home•
bound elderly need signiticant food anistance.
k.xisting programs are ilawed. inadequately funded,
and very sntall. While Iocal volunteer. non-profit Meals-
un-Wheels groups have—mostly on their own—rranaged
to provide service to an additional 40,000 home-lwttnd
elderly, the U.S. Govemment has failed tu address this
serious situation.
In the immediate future, we have the opportunity to
make progress. The Senate recently passed legislation to
22
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refomt the Pood Stantp progratn, including the tcrmina-
tion of the "purchase requiretnent".
In addition, an important bill has been introduced to
ntake a significant expansion in tlie Title VII program.
This legislation, which 1 joined in sponsoring, would
appropriate $80 million in fiscal year 1978 to establislt a
home-delivered nicals prograni. This amount of money
would triple the number of persons now receiving
home-delivered nteals. S. 519 Itas thc support of 33
senators and should be acted upon soon by the
Committee on Nuntan Resources, and then by the
Congress.
We need to make several improvements in Title VII.
particularly in its inipact on rural areas. Congress, when
this prcivision is reviewed ncxt year, sltould exantine the
level ot' benefits flowing into rural areas. Special provi-
sions for the rural •rged ntay be the only way to
guarantee services fbr t)tis segntent of our population.
But much ntore can and ntust bc done. We need more
research in order to design progrants that are ntore
responsive to the actual needs of our people. We need to
be ingenious in this business. In World War 11, we found
out how to put together packages of C-rations. V/e found
out at NASA new ways of having nutritious food for
astronauts. Thcrc are a iot ot' thinp we can do if we
niake up our mind to du it.
1 have co-sponsored Ietaslation with Scnators
McGovem, Percy, Dole, and licllnton that provides for a
national preventive medicine hcalth niaintenance atid
Itcalth promotion initiativc.
Itight now at Baylcir University, thcrc is a nutritional
institute. At Tufts, Dr. Mayer has requested !'unds ft ►r a
nutrition institute. We need a half' dor.cn
 or so acn►ss thc
country to study nutritiun and its application tu tite
huntan diet. And we alsu need to study ways and means
tu deliver lugltly nutritional f'oods.
This Iegislation would create a Bureau uf' tiuntan
Resources within the National Institutes of Healtlh to
coordinate the activities of four institutcs, including
the National Institute on Aging.
If the Bureau is crcated, tite National institute on
Aging woutd he directed tu includc nutrition research in
its research priorities. By coordinating this research
effort with sintilar rescarch on all age groups. I believe
that we will develop the type of information tttat is vital
to understanding tlte rclationship betwecn nutrition and
disease.
Data collected Iront nutrition resrarch would lay the
groundwork fi►r fi►mtulating a nutrition education pro•
gram for thc elderly.
There is, •rt present. no rational basis ti►r nt;tking
nutritional recontntendations for the elderly. We nced
fundamental ittforntation regarding the nutritional needs
of the elderly if we are to plan effective nutrition
progratns and use diet as one clement in combating the
serious health problents of so ntany older Antericans.
Wc grow old. But we'rc bom young. 1 am author of
thc WIC program. Those tirst few years for niother and
child are basic and fundantcnta) to continuing health. We
have Medicare tior Grandnia and Grandpa, but we need
kiddy care, and niaternal and child care. That's the way
to cut down hcalth costs. We can cut our health bill by
25 percent or nwre, by proper diet and nutrition early in
life, and by early diagnosis and treatnient of children in
those formative years. Wiulc I know you are primarily
concerned with the elderly, remember, you aren't born
65 years old. You're just born. Before that birth, the
diet of the niother is critically intportant.
What we are talking about is the health of the
Anterican peoplc. We are addressing ourselves here to the
end of thc spectrum—the elderly. But 1 want you to tie
it in to the bcginning ot' the spectrutn. It's all one
totality.
My dad was a pharmacist. Dad told me, "Som, these
pills are tu sell, not to take." We never ltad ti ►ne tu be ill.
Whcn I was a boy and I would say to nty Dad that I
didtt't feel good. lte would say. "That is all in your head.
We don't have time for sickness around here: we got
prescriptions tu fill." I was brougttt up to belicvc you
shouldn't lx si.k. Also. we didn't have ntoney fi ► r it, or
tintc fitr it.
We didn't know too niuch about dict, hut fi+rtunately
in those days, we had thc htimc gardcn. Mother did all
the canning. We didn't add chcinicals and additives to
evcrything. Wc had good, clean water that wasn't filled
with chlorine. We had a lot of things thrt were
wholesome. We didn't have air pollution. We wcrc luek;:.
But tJios< days arc gone. Now wc havc to think ahou;
the timcs in which wc liti'e. and what it's going tu he like
:0 years frotn now. Hor cxample, what's the efti•ct ol'
the incredible intake of sugar by tttc youth uf this
country--it's a xrious ntedical problem. Tlte U.S. per
capita consumption of sugar is thrce times largcr than
anywhere clse in the world. and those •rttitudes fornted
early in life devclop thc trste bu&. I'ven hahy food is
Ioaded with things that are not good f'on ccalth, because
mothers like thc taste atid Mothcr was brought up tltc
same way.
Now wc conc tu Gratdma aitd Grandpa. 'Ihcy have
serious prablems ltccause of what titoe duvs to the whole
physiologic •rl. psychological ntakr-up uf the individu•rl.
We have to look not only at the quality of' 1'ood. but
what you're I ►x ►kini; at huw do you get it to tttcni.
Thcre ttave bectt improvements since I 147:. The School
(uneh program is opening up tu thc elderly. Clturches are
also k-rving fi►od tu the eldcrly. but likc ntany programs.
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people don't know about it; it's the outreach that's
important.
In the fmal analysis, action to address these problems
is really a business decision that we have to make. If we
invest now, then we will enjoy a retum in the future. If
we fail to invest, then we have no one to blame but
ourseives.
I don't know of any better way of exercising
economy in govemment than improving the health of
the American people, and protecting that health. One of
the best ways to do it is the intake—the water that we
drink, the food that we eat, the air th< t we breathe, and
the environment in which we live. This is what makes for
good health.
Dr. Dvna/d M. Watkin, O^''ice of State and Com-
munity Programs, Adtninisttation on Aging, addressed
the conference on '"Nutritmn and Health. " Dr. Wittkin
outlined some of the ptoblems typically assuciated wlth
nutrition and disease among Americans. Malnutrition in
Norrh America is alweays associated wfth disease and
often compounds the ej)''ects of disease. Mowever, if
population groups practice appropriate lifestyles
throughout life, they can signifrcantly decrease the
prevalence of diswase and increase their averae age at
death. The lfves of individuals are literally in their own
hands. Proper nutrition and appropriate health eare are
vital parts of this regimen. Proper nutrition leads to
better health; proper health care inrproves nutritional
status Both must be tailored to meet the needs of
individuals at their respective ages. The nutrition-healtlt-
aging triad is inseparable.
NUTRITION, AGING, AND HEALTH
t	 ^^
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Donald M. Watkin, M.D.
The mutual relationships among nutrition, health,
and aging are such that the three together form an
inseparable triad.
Some major issues facing scientists are the doubling
of the death rate every 8 years from age 60 onward; the
decrease with age in the number of people able to
function at 50 percent or more of their potential in early
maturity; and the decrement in immune responses after
reaching niaturity.
The prevalence of disease rises with age. Disease is the
prime cause of disabiiity and death. In 1971, the average
American male died at 61. This is not the often-quoted
life expectancy figure. Life expectancy for an average
American male born in 1977 is now weil over 70, but
the average age at death today is far younger. Prevent-
able diseases and accidents are the major causes. Among
the former are cardiovascular diseases and neoplasias,
problems which are avoidable causes of death among
many elderly. Depression and mental illness, also com-
mon diseases among the aged, can be effectively treated
with modern drugs. Good nutrition itself may make the
difference between an institutionalized psychotic and a
person able to live independently.
Triage is the military systeni of determining priorities
in the commitment of life-saving measures. With ever-
increasing numbers of elderly who are diseased and
nonproductive, triage or the lifeboat ethic may become
reality unless disease and ut 'sability can be deferred and
productivity sustained to older ages than is now the case.
Even today, the problems associated with the diseases
of aging are soluble. First, health maintenance is
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pdt gble. In 1972, Alexander Leaf studied the world's
oldest people. He observed two factors associated with
their long lives—vigorous physical activity and good
ttutrition. These factors are directly under man's control.
If appropriate life styles are practiced throughout life,
good health can be prolonged. These life styles comprise
obeying the following instructions:
1. avoid gluttony
2. avoid alcoholism
3. avoid tobacco
4. perform vigorous physical activity daily
S. get adequate sleep daily
6. get some recreation daily
7. distribute food intake throughout the day.
Five of these life styles are related to nutrition.
According to Belloc and Breslow, following these life
styles gives a low "redit" (relative to an identified
distribution), an index of health status. The average
person has a"redit" of 0.50. High "redits" indicate poor
health; low "redits", good. Persons of 80 who have
practiced all 7 lifestyles throughout life have the sanie
"redits" as persons of 35 who practiced from 0 to 2.
Thirty years can be added to life if these life styles are
followed from infancy onward; 11 years, if begun at 45.
Animal studies suggest that anticipated decrements in
immunological activity may be deferred by appropriate
nutrition.
The Nutrition Program for Older Americans (NPOA)
is an example of the application of present knowledge. lt
applies what is known about the nutrition•health•aging
triad for persons 60 and over. The components of die
triad are inseparable. The integral triad must be applied,
not its Balkanized parts. Dining together serves as a
center of gravity drawing older Americans to sites where
they have opportunities to receive htalth services,
education and counseling, and to participate in recrea•
tional activities and to enjoy socialization.
Most infectious diseases have been conquered.
Degenerative diseases have not. In the future, it may be
possible to push the technical life span of man up to 140
years. This will require application of knowledge not yet
available. However, life style changes and improved
availability of health care can be applied now. Nutrition
is an integral component of health care and should be
made a medical beneflt under all health care plans.
Applying the principles of the r-ttrition•health•aging
triad now wi11 help to keep many elderly aut of
institutions by keeping their functional capacity above
the 50 percent mark. Present•day elderly have many
unmet needs. Applying the principles of the nutrition•
health•aging triad wiil better serve them and will prevent
among future elderly persons many problems prevalent
among the aged of today.
The Commissioner of the Administration on Aging,
Dr. Arthur Flemming, addressed the conference on the
subjeet of "Nutritional Progrants for the Elderly. " LJV:
Flemming outlined the history of Title VII nutrition
programs, and stressed their "bottoms•up"organfzation.
He also brought out that while the legfslative history of
Title VII puts emphasis upon congregate meal programs,
there is no restriction on the number of home•delivered
meals that can be served by Title VII projects. Cumently,
about 13 to 14 percent of ineals are home-delivetrd. Dr.
Flemming also commented favombly on the potentfal of
shelf-stable meals to meet some oJ' the food needs of
hontebound elderly, and weekend needs of congregate
meal partfcipants. He also saw a potential for use fn
situations of natural dfsaster.
NUTRICTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE ELDERLY
Dr. Arthur Fkmming
I am delighted to have the chance to participate in
what is certainly a unique conference, and one that I
believe will be a very significant conference. We talk a
lot about cooperation between the public and private
sectors, and between agencies within the public sector.
This conference is a good illustration of not only talking
about it, but doing something about it.
The issues that you are looking at in connection with
this conference are issues which liave been of deep
conceni to the Administration on Aging, particularly
since the passage of Title IIl and Title VII of the Older
An:ericans Act, and also since the passage of the 1973
amendments to that Act. When you put those titles of
the Older Americans Act together, you have laid the
foundation for a very signt^ant series 6CA41opments
in the field of ag»ng.
We now have, throughout ^the nation, over-^00 area
agencies on aging, and we have crossed the 800 line as
far as nutrition projects are concerned. Those nutrition
projects operate 7,000 to 7,500 sites and deliver
400,000 meals five days a week.
Under the Older Americans Act, the state agency on
aging has the managenient responsibility for both Title
III and Title VII. The state agency develops a state plan
for the consideration of the govemor. In developing tliat
plan, the state agency follows the guidelines that are
issued by AOA. But above everything Plse_ it takes into
consideration presentations that are made to it by area
aging agencies, and by nutrition project personnel.
Before a governor can submit a plan to AOA, the state
agency must make sure that the plan has been con•
sidered by the state advisory committee, and that public
hearings have been held.
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Once AOA has approveA a plan, certain sums of
motit;ey under both Title Ill and Title VIl are available to
th$ state. The amount of money is determined by a
formuia which relates to the annual appropriation for
Titie III and Tide Vil. A little over 4 q years ago, the
amnunt of money that the Administration on Aging had
available to help states and communities develop services
for older persons was about $40 million. This year, we
arc operating under a budget of about $403 million.
Both the Senate and the House appropriation commit-
tees have marked up our bill for 1978 slightly in excess
of half a billion dollars.
When the state receives its money, it does not just
automatically ntake funds available at the local level.
The area agencies and the nutrition project agencies
must develop a plan and a budget. The plans niust be
considered by the appropriate advisory bodies, and there
must be public hearings. The state agencies have the final
word on those plans and budgets. As a federal govern-
ment, we do not get involved in the passage of those
plans and budgets. This is the concept that the Congress
has enacted into law over the years, and i find it to be a
inost satisfactory concept. 1 think the fact that essen-
tially this is a"bottoms-up" planning is what puts the
concept on a good, solid foundation.
Now I'Il tum to the field of nutrition, with particular
emphasis upon Title VII, although Title Ill can also be
used for nutrition under certain circumstances. l.et  me
share with you my feelings as to where we are in the
evolution of what 1 regard as one of the most exciting
and important programs that the Federal Govemment
has ever been involved with in the field of aging.
I have already given you some of the overall statistics.
Close to 400,000 meals are being served five days a
week. Of that number, approximately 13 to 14 percent
are hotne-delivered meals. Under Title VII, nutrition
project agencies have the right to use their funds for
home-delivered meals. There is absolutely no restriction
on home-delivered meals under the law. We do recognize
that in the beginning of Title Vll, the Congress had built
a legislative history indicating a desire to put emphasis
upon congregate meals. The discussion which took place
on the floor of both the House and the Senate made it
clear that the Congress felt there were some spin-offs
from congregate nieals that were very important. Thus,
in the early days of Title Vll, we suggested as a guideline
that the number of home-delivered meals should be
approxlmately 10 percent. We soon discovered that what
we regarded as a guideline was being interpreted as a
regulation, and that in one situation after another, the
number of home-delivered meals was being cut back.
Consequently, we withdrew that guideline, and did not
substitute another in its place. We simply called atten-
tion to the legislative histoty. As 1 have indicated, now
about 13 to 14 percent of the meals are home•delivered.
We have recognized from the beginning that home-
delivered meals was a very important area. There is no
doubt that we have several million older persons in this
country who are not able to participate in congregate
meal programs. We also recognize that even those who
participate in congregate programs five days a week find
it difficult to obtain a nutritious meal on the weekend. I
want to make it clear that we have not at any time
resisted the idea of stepping up the number of persons
wlto would be, or could be, on the receiving end of
home-delivered meals. But, we have put emphasis upon
congregate meals because in doing so, we felt we were
properly interpreting the intent of the Congress. Person-
ally, 1 welcome the attention that some leaders in the
Congress have been giving to the possibility of expanding
the resources that would be available for home-delivered
meals.
In discussing home-delivered meals, I want to
acknowledge the great debt that is owed to the private
sector. l.ong before there was a Title VII, long before
there was a Title I11, non-profit groups all over the
country marshalled their resources to meet the needs of
the elderly for home-delivered meals. I feel that our
nation will always be deeply in debt to those in the
private sector who not only recognized the need, but
who substituted action for words. I also appreciate tlte
initiatives that they have taken in pressing for home-
delivered meals legislation on Capitol Hill.
Just a few weeks ago, I appeared before Senator
Eagleton and Senator Chafee, relative to the two
principle bills that have been introduced on the Senate
side to dea) with the home-delivered meals situation.
Personally, I hope the bills move. The main point that I
have made in connection with my comments on those
bills has been that ! believe that honie-delivered meals
legislation should be part of Title -VII, and that the
congregate meals programs and the home-delivered
program should always be coordinated with one another.
Thinking in terras of the project you have been
looking at at this conference, I think the shelf-stable
meal concept could be very nieaningful in the lives of
older personm It t;ould become very meaningful not only
in relatiou to horne-delivered programs, but also in
relation to ;:!n;regate meal programs. We recognizc that
services ought to be delivered seven days a week, but
then we tum our backs on the importance of delivery of
services on the sixth and seventh day. When it comes to
th,, delivery of sorvices for older persons, we have no
right to settle for a flve-day week. The shelf stable meal
concept could make a significant contribution to
meeting weekend needs of the elderly.
i
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I aiso see a possible use for the meals in dealing with
natural disasters. One of the exciting things about the
development of the aging network has been the way that
network has been able to relate to naturai disasters. One
of the most effective ways this has ban done is through
Title VII. There have been a number of situations in
recent months that those operating Title VII programs
have been able to provide food more quickly than any
other institution in our society. We are tied in closely
^vith the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
meni in connection with their disaster administration.
We have set aside funds for use over and above the
normal allocation to the states. We know that in
addition to meeting the needs of the general public in
times of disaster, that older persons have some rather
unique needs during those times. Those who are part of
the network are also responding to those needs.
I'd like to make two additional comments in connec-
tion with the whole nutrition program. Taken as a
whole, there are 125,000 volunteers participating in
these programs, and 60 to 65 percent of them are 65
years of age or older. In other words, here is a program
designed to meet the needs of older persons in the area
of nutrition, and it is also dealing with the need of older
persons to be involved in life in a meaningful and
systematic manner.
As we move in the direction of having additional
funds available for home-delivered meals, I hope that the
public sector and the private sector working together can
make sure that the public funds do not replace invest-
ments on the part of the private sector. We want to be
sure that we at least maintain the efforts on the part of
the private sector. I believe that the private sector wil)
not withdraw in any way, but will be inspired by the
fact that the public sector is ready and willing to make
additional funds available.
We are engaged in a very exciting enterprise, l do not
know of any developmenr that has made so signiflcant a
contribution to the lives of older persons as the
developments that have taken place under Title VII.
Dr. Abner Sa/ant, Dit+ector of the Food Engineering
Labomtories, U.S. Army Natick Development Center.
dealt witie the topic of "Shelf-Stable Meals and the Food
lndustry. " He first outlined the available technologies in
support of the shelf-stable meal c+oncept. including
familiar technologies such as canned, j'reeze-dried, and
dehydrated to newer technologies such as the retort
pouch, ttrty pack, and dehydrrtted/reversfbly compressed
foods and irradiated foods. Dr. Salant then submltted
that there were recognized needs for specialized feeding
outside normal distribution channels and food service
systenu for which shelf-stable meals represent part of
the solution. However, beJ'ore iitdustry will get involved,
problenu and questfons concerning possible uses of the
system must be answered. Dr. Salant called for the
for►nation of a task fotce, to de,/ine a realistic plan of
action to carry the shelf-stable meal system J'orward.
SHELF-STABLE MEALS AND THE FOOD INDUSTRY
Dr. Abner Salant
I have been asked to address the topic of shelf-stable
meals and the food industry. This assignment reflects the
concern over how to overcome the problems of cost,
availability, and distribution encountered in the 1976
demonstration of ineals for the elderly, and how to
integrate other potential applications with this program.
The need to invoive and commit the food industry
has been recognized, but how to justify their investment
remains an unanswered question at this point in time.
Not having been charged with the responsibility for
coniing up with answers, I propose to pose questions
whose answers could furnish the basis for a viable
prograrn. I also believe we have some assets available to
us, and therefore, need to place greater emphasis in
those areas where deficiencies exist.
I feel that I've been given an opportunity to expound
on one of iny favorite themes—a business-like approach
to filling human needs, or study less and act niore.
Hopefully, some of the concepts will make sense to you
and help provide direction as to dealing with the issues
which this conference lias set out to address.
Before going any further, I would like to define the
ideal shelf-stable food:
1. It must be stable at ambient temperatures, without
refrigeration for periods ranging up to two years.
2. Quality—palatability, wholesomeness, nutrition—
should be comparable to fresh counterparts.
3. Should be of minimum weight and volume.
4. Require no unusual utensils or equipinent for
preparation.
5. Cost competitive on a flnal use basis.
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6. Capable of production and distribution through
famillar systems.
7. Be energy-conserving in production, distribution,
and preparation.
S. Present no unusual environmental or ecological
threat.
Let me begin with the easy part—the technology
available in support of the shelf-stable meal concept.
There is no shortage of technical solutions—some of
them well-tested by prolonged use, some more recent
but no less applicable, and new approaches on the
horizon. The combination offers ready solutions to
providing appealing, wholesome, and nutritious meals to
feed the elderiy, disaster victims, residents in institu-
tions, or other recipients of social services.
The most familiar shelf-stable meal forms are canned
items. They have served us well for more than 150 years
and wili continue to do so for some period into the
future. However, we have come to recognize eertain
limitations to canned foods or the availability of more
preferred alternatives. The nature of the heat process
used in canning makes it difficult to produce many food
items without significant impairment of their palat•
ability and/or nutritional value. Furthermore, there are
inherent ineffrciencies in the process and overall canned
food system—including distribu tion— that are beconting
more important as the impact of energy limitations
becomes a source of ever-growing concern. ln too many
cases, we find that the amount of energy required to
make a can and process the contents far exceeds the
caloric value of the food. This situation is further
aggravated by energy required to ship the weight• and
bulk involved.
Major quality improvements were achieved with the
introduction of frozen foods, but these do not meet the
criteria for ideal shelf-stable foods, nor do they offer
potential for energy savings.
Many of the disadvantages of canned or frozen foods
can be overcome by dehydration. Dried foods, such as
dates, figs, prunes, raisins, onions, celery, meats, and frsh
have been used for hundreds of years. With the
introduction of freeze-drying, the potential for attaining
high quality with a wide variety of items was created.
With proper packaging, they are inherently more shelf-
stable than either frozen or canned foods, and have the
advantage that they weigh only a fraction of the original
raw product. Market acceptance, however, has been
limited by relatively high cost due to the capital
intensive nature and relative inefficiency of the freeze-
drying process. Moreover, even with the major reduction
in weight, dehydrated foods tend to be just as bulky as
their fresh, canned or frozen counterparts, and also very
fragile—highly susceptible to breakage and attrition.
The product systems described provide partial solu-
tions to the problem, but each has major short-falls
when measured against our criteria for optimal shelf-
stable foods. But, there are a number of developments,
including some virtually in-hand, that have real promise
for bringing us close to our uitimate goal.
I. Retort pouch. The frrst of these is a flexible pouch
that replaces the old tin can. lt requires less heat
to process so that superior product quality can be
achieved, is lighter in weight, and overall, requires
less energy. Extensive testing has indicated that it
provides at least equivalent shelf-life and resistance
to rough handling during shipment and storage.
The technology is well-established and is being
utilized on a large scale in Japan, Europe, and
Canada. With the recent approval of pouch
materials by the FDA, we are now in a position to
begin moving in the United States as well.
2. Trray-Pack. A derivative of the retort pouch con-
cept is the tray-pack, which is a tin can in the form
of a tray. The initial version in test market is
designed to provide multi-serving quantities in a
half-size steam table tray for institutional use.
Food is processed, shipped, stored, reheated, and
dispensed from the same container. Characteristics
similar to those of the retort pouch provide
quality, energy savings, and convenience advan-
tages over the conventional can. Future
developments of polymeric trays and additional
sizes and configurations should provide further
benefrts and flexibility for new applications.
3. Dehydrated/reversfbly compressed foods. Along
with advancements in packaging technology, there
are major breakthroughs in food preservation and
product forms. Significant progress is being rnade
in overcoming the liabilities of dehydrated foods
to an extent where we can anticipate greater
availability and wider distribution of these pro-
ducts.
a. iteflnement and modification of the process
technology has improved quality of existing
iteins to the point where they can compare
favorably with fresh frozen food. In addition,
products such ac salad vegetables, which could
not be dehydrated without serious texture and
quality penalties, could become available com-
mercially in the near future.
b. Major reduction in bulk—ranging from 3:1 to
20:1—has been achieved by the reversible
compression process. These products rehydrate
readily in water to yield foods which are
virtually indistinguishable in flavor, texture
color, and appearance from fresh frozen. lnitial
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use was by the military, and they are noiv
becoming available comntercially. A wide
variety of vegetable and meat products has been
developed, and many more will be coming.
c. High capital eosts and inefficiencies in the
freeze-drying process are both related to low
throughput rates. We now have identified a
highly promising approach that could triple the
productivity of existing equipment with cor-
responding cost savings. Additional opportuni-
ties for further cost reductions are actively
being sought.
4. Irradiated foods. The application of ionizing radia-
tion to the preservation of foods and slielf-life
extension of perishable commodities has been the
subject of intensive research for over 20 years,
both here and abroad. We are now at a point
wltere we can anticipate having another alterna::ve
5 to 10 years downstream.
a. The major effort in radiation preservation has
been in tlie United States—specifically at
NARADCOM. The Army was asked to carry
out the niission as part of the Atonis for Peace
Program. Extensive wholesomeness studies,
including animal feeding tests and chemical,
microbiological, physical, and engineering
researclt are underway on beef, pork, hant, and
chicken. At this moment, petitions to the FDA
are being prepared to obtain clearance on
irradiated beef.
The irradiation process provides another
means for preparing shelf stable meal items of
high quality, including sonte which could not
be adequately handled by other nieans. The
wholesomeness of irradiated foods has been
subjected to intense scrutiny, and the subject of
voluminous studies, without precedent witlt
any other food material. This work has gen-
erated data wliich confirm, in my opinion, their
wholesonteness in terms of nutrition and safety
for human consumption.
The process is initerently siniple and famil-
iar. The basic steps are the sanie as used in tiie
food industry today, except for the flnal
irradiation to preserve the products. It offers
cost and energy savings over conventional tech-
nology and utilizes waste radioactive inaterials
for its energy source.
b. Shelf life extension of perishables, such as fresh
fruits and vegetables, nteat, fish, poultry, and
cereal and grain products, is receiving increased
attention world-wide. Low doses of radiation
are capable of destroying insects and bacteria
that have caused major losses and limited the
shelf-life of these commodities. A wide variety
of foods treated with low dose radiation has
been cleared for human consumption through-
out the world. These include raw meat,
chicken, shrimp, mushrooms, asparagus, straw-
berries, papaya, spices and condiments,
potatoes, onions, wheat, and flour.
From this brief overview, you can see that technology
of shelf-stable meals should not be the major factor in
determining whether the system is a go. The real
concems arise from deGning the objective—do we have a
solution, the shelf-stable system, in search of a problem,
or are there recognized needs for specialized feeding
outside the normal distribution channels and food
service systems for which shelf-stable meals represent
part of the solution7 1 submit for your consideration
that it is the latter.
The first demonstration of shelf=stable meals for the
elderly was conducted in Texas in 1976, and the results
were presented in the Monday morning session. The
plenary session yesterday afternoon explored a nationa)
dentonstration plus otlier potential applications—social
services, institutions, disaster relief, and intemational
aid. A nioment's reflection quickly tells us that we are
talking about five different markets as a minimum, each
with its own requirenients for specific product.s, packag-
ing, distribution, funding, organization, and nianage-
ment.
Furtherniore, while the driving forces are problems
with fillfng hunian needs—non-commercial in nature, the
program requires industry participation if it is to
succeed. There appears to be a vridespread interest
among federal, state, and local governments to try out
the concept of utilizing slielf-stable meals in coping with
some of the needs, but we must look to industry for
their capabilities and expertise in the production and
distribution of food.
These considerations define the problems and ques-
tions wliich must be dealt with.
1. What is the program'' Meals for the Elderly was the
original project, but the 1976 denionstration
surfaced the problems of distribution and source
of supply on a continuing basis because of low
volume, large number of individual itenis, and
coniplexity of the systeni overall. Expansion
beyond the original project to the national level
and to other potential uses could lead to a
collective ntarket large enough to justifv industry
investment and secure a reliable procurement/
distribution base. However, tlie answer to one
question raises niany more.
2. Can the program conflne itself to sftelf-stable
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nteals or meal distribution, or must we take a
broader perspective? It can be argued that what we
are talking about is a total life support system of
which food service is one part. Therefore, each of
the five or more markets must be examined
individually from this point of view.
3. What are the markets that the program will be
addressing? How big are they and what is their
composition? How do these demographics affect
their needs, distribution problems, and collectively
provide a predictable volume requirement that can
be satisfied at reasonable cost? To exemplify the
differences, consider two cases:
a. Mea!^ for the Elderly represents a continuous
feeerng system with schedules and volumes
being reasonably predictable. However, the
1976 demonstration suggests that more work is
needed with the menu—including supplementa-
tion with fresh items, and also with a practical
solution to the distribution problem. Moreover,
the demonstration was confined to rural Texas,
and we have yet to determine what the require-
ments and probiems would be on a national
scale.
b. Disaster relief, on the other hand, is relatively
unpredictable as to when, liow much, or what
will be needed. Moreover, it involves survival
for a limited period of time until normal
services can be restored. All of this dictates an
entirely different approach to planning and
response. When compared to Meals for the
Elderly, menu, variety, and supplements
become less critical. The emphasis is placed on
maintaining contingency stocks with a capa-
bility to deliver from these stocks sufficient
quantities quickly.
4. A key question that must be answered is who is
going to be the customer? That is, who will be
responsible for procurenient and planning and
ultimately, paying the bills? Industry has demon-
strated many times its willingness and ability to
respond to national emergencies and needs. It has
also sliown its capability to seek out and develop
new markets and business opportunities ta rr.zet
its obligations to its shareholders. I believe that the
situations we are dealing witit have a middle
ground where the public and private sectors need
to work together for their mutual beitefit. Indus-
trial organizations have the expertise in market
research, production, and distribution, while
public agencies have the information on the nature
of the needs, the population to be served, and the
environment in which that service is to be pro-
vided.
We have set forth a fomiidable task for ourselves, and
if we are to succeed in accomplishing it, there are a
number of critical actions to be taken:
1. It is essential to organize and provide leadership
for the program. Not another committee or study
group, but a task force capable of and committed
to action.
2. Specific, well-defined goals and objectives must be
established. What is the nature and scope of the
program, artd what is it designed to accomplish?
3. Industry participation, which is vital to ultimate
success, dictates that justification for investment
of its shareholders' assets has to be identifred.
Industry involvement in establishing this justifica-
tion can reasonably be sought if the task force is
constituted and realistic targets are defrned.
4. The several potential concepts for the meal system
andjor life support systems must be reduced to
hard facts and frgures, to individual and collective
market profrles. This includes defrnition of key
factors, such as:
a. How many people are equivalent to how much
product?
b. What types of product?
c. How is the product to be distributed and
inventoried?
d. Assessment of available technology versus
needs, and determination of how any gaps can
be filled.
e. Production capabilities needed. Again, how
does need match up with what is available and
what will have to be added?
f. What are the costs involved, including both new
investment and operating capital?
g. What are the sources for required capital, and
are these frnancial requirements affordable?
h. How is the program to be managed? What
should be appropriate roles for the various
govemment agencies and private industry in the
prograni?
5. The product of this task force should be a plan of
action that is
a. definitive and specific;
b. realistic and feasible;
c. substantially meeting the stated needs; and
d. supported enthusiastically by both the public
and private sectors.
The question raised and the type of analysis which I
liave outlined should provide the answers needed and the
directions to be taken.
1. We can determine if the basis exists for an
integrated, truly national effort as opposed to
local community action prograins with more
limited national coordination.
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2. The feasibility and desirability of constructing a
unified plan and managing the five potential
applications—or markets—as a single program
would become more amenable to definitive evalua-
tion and decision making.
3. A better definition, not only of the resources
required, but also the nature and extent of the
management, technical, and distribution problems,
should evolve.
I believe that from the outset we all realize that we are
confronted with a nwnumental, highly complex under•
taking. The magnitude of the task, coupled with the
issues involved, not only presents major cliallenges, but
also entails significant political implications. Ratlier than
be overwhelmed by all these factors, we must recognize
that many, if not most, of the necessary assets are
potentially available. The essential and critical first steps
then become:
I. Identification of a central focal point that will
provide leadersliip for the program.
2. Securing the comniitment to participate in and
support the effort to define the prograni by all
actively or potentially interested parties.
We are dealing with iniportant, well•recognized human
needs that are fully deserving of our best effort and
coniplete dedication to their fulfillment.
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CHAPTER IV
ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE USES OF THE
M EAL SYSTEM
One of the key goals of the conference was to
assess critically the potential of the meal system to meet
the needs of other user groups. In preparation for the
conference, background research about potential uses
was undertaken at the LBJ School of Public Affairs, The
University of Texas at Austin. In the process, many
private and public organizations, active in a variety of
food-related activities, were contacted. They were
bdefed about the developnient of the NASA nieal
system and were asked to comment aboLt potential uses
to meet a variety of needs. Background papers were
written which summarized the frndings of this research
effort and were included in the registration packet for all
conference participants.
In the sections which follow, alternative uses of the
meal system to meet the needs of social service
programs, doinestic, and foreign international relief
operations, and institutional feeding programs will be
discussed. Under each heading, the background paper
prepared for the conference will be presented, followed
by summaries of the corresponding conference work-
shop, panel, and general session discussion. The final
section will deal with industry's interest in producing the
meal system.
SOCIAL SERVICES—BACKGROUND PAPER
The Meals for the Elderly demonstration project was
carried out with a specific client population—the elderly.
Most of the participants could not join current meals
programs—either home-delivered or congregate—because
they were temporarily ill, handicapped, immobile, or
lived in areas where no meals programs existed.
But the problems experienced by the aged in obtain-
ing food services are experienced by other segments of
the population, too. For example, they characterize the
lives of the handicapped and disabled whose physical
condition niakes shopping and traditiortal food prepara-
tion difficult, they characterize, as well, the lives of
low-income families in many pdrts of America whose
lack of access to transportation makes it difficult to
purchase and pick up food stamps at a central location,
as well as to shop.
In the belief that the NASA nieals could meet some
nutritional needs of homebound individuals, researchers
at the LBJ School, University of Texas, have been in
contact for several months with public and private social
service agencies. Agencies contacted include state wel-
fare and human resource departments, state community
action or economic opportunity agencies, state rehabiG-
tation agencies, and state aging agencies and commis-
sions. Federal agencies and divisions concemed with
either food and nutrition, or social service delivery were
also queried. In the private sector, organizations con-
cerned with provision of services for children, families,
the aged, and the disabled were contacted.
This section of the paper will discuss the potential for
use of the NASA meal system by three groups: (1) the
aged, (2) the disabled, and (3) low-income persons of al)
ages. Under each sub-topic, specific reactions of ageneies
and organizations will be given. ln this way, the paper
will provide participants with a coinmon base of
information for workshop discussion.
The Aged
The NASA meal system was originally designed for
use by the many aged who cannot participate in current
meals programs. Wlule it is not possible to determine the
precise number of elderly persons who fall into this
group, figures are available on the wider population of
elderly from which users of the ineal system would
come.
Current Mealr Prosroms
Title VII, OAA, Congregate-300,000/day
Meals-on-Wheels (Title VII and Private)-80,000/day
Over 65	 20 miAion
Over 65 in nursing homes	 1 million
Over 65, living alone
	
5 miliion
Over 65, rural
	
5'h million
Over 65, homebound	 3-4 million
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In 1970, there were 20 million persons over 65 in the
United States. According to Census Bureau, the number
of aged rises about 3 to 4 million every decade, so that
by 1980, the total figure of those over 65 will be
between 23 and 24 million.
Of the present number, approximately 1 million are
living in institutions, primarily in nursing homes or other
long-term care facilities. lt is estimated that iC to 40
percent of the elderly who live in institutions do not
really require this type of total care, and could rentain in
their own homes if home-based social, medical, and
nutritional services were made available to them.
Over 5 million of the nation's elderly live alone.
Elderly who (ive alone often lack the incentive to plan
and prepare nourishing meals for themselves. Delivery of
a shelf-stable meal which is easy to prepare would
encourage many of these solitary elderly to consume
nutritious meals.
Another 5% million of the aged live in areas desig-
nated by the Bureau of the Census as rural. lt is the rural
elderly who are most often outside the scope of
traditional meal services, since few rural areas operate
either congregate or meals-on-wheels programs. In addi-
tion, those in rural areas often lack ready access to
transportation for food shopping, which compounds the
difficulty of obtaining adequate meals. A shelf-stable
meal package which could be mailed, shipped, or
delivered by volunteers to rural elderly would provide
this segment of the population with a nieal service
option not presently available.
The plight of the homebound elderly, unable to
participate in congregate meals programs because of
iAness, handicap, or social isolation, has been well
documented in hearings conducted by the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs.
Between 3 and 4 million of the nation's elderly fall
into this group. A home-based nutrition program is the'
only way most of these elderly will receive meals. But
the current number of home-delivered meals is only
80,000 a day, which leaves the vast majority of home-
bound elderly with no meal service at all.
Title Vll, Older Americans Act congregate meal
programs are serving approximately 300,000 meals per
day. Many elderly participate in congregate programs
only 2 to 3 days a week. Even for those who receive 5
congregate nteals a week, weekend meals are still a
problem. A shelf-stable meal system can serve as a useful
supplement to congregate meal programs by guaran•
teeing that the elderly have acces: to healthful food on
those days, and for those meals when their congregate
program does not operate.
In general, aging agencies contacted saw the system as
particularly valuable in rucal and isolated areas of their
states where no nteals programs currently existed, or
where conventional delivery of ineals was difficult,
particularly during winter months. For example, the
nutrition consultant for the State of Vermont noted that
"since we serve a rural population in the State, the
concept of shelf-stabte foods that can be delivered by
the week and are easy to prepare at honte seems very
promising." Similarly, the Director of Social Services in
Washirigton State noted that the greatest need for the
NASA meals would probably be among "people living in
rural areas who have no access to transportation ..:'
Agencies contacted also saw the NASA system as a
good means of providing supplementary meals to elderly
persons participating in congregate meals or home-
delivered meal programs. The National Council for
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services commented
that "a inajor advantage of the shelf stable meal system
inight be for weekend or emergency (snowstorm or
other circunistance preventing travel) use to supplement
person-to-person assistance."
!n the same vein, the Commissioner of Social Services
of South Carolina saw the NASA meal system as a useful
weekend supplement to elderly persons participating in
either congregate or home-delivered hot meals programs
dudng the week.
The Director of a large Meals-on-Wheels program in
Maryland suggested some additional ways in wltich the
system could supplement existing meal services. For
example, the NASA ineals could be provided to current
Meals-on-Wheels clients as their second nieal of the day.
The nieals could also be provided to newly discharged
patients from itospitals or nursing homes for iminediate
use in aiding their convalescence at home.
The daily, volunteer delivery of prepared hot ineals is
the backbone of existing meals-on-wheels programs.
However, the energy crisis is driving the cost of gasoline
upward, and it niay soon become infeasible to continue
daily volunteer deliveries. The NASA meal system, or
other shelf-stable systems that may be developed, can be
used by the elderly on those days when volunteer
deliveries cannot be niade. In this way, the two types of
food service can work in tandeni to provide the elderly
with a comprehensive nutrition progrant.
Certain characteristics of the NASA meal system were
particularly attractive to agencies and organizations
concerned with the aged. First, the shelf stability of tlte
meals meant that they could be mailed to elderly living
in rural, isolated areas, who could not regularly or easily
leave their home to purchase food. Shelf stability also
meant that the meals could be stored for occasional or
supplemental use by those elderly who participated in
other meals programs.
The second favorable characteristic uf the meals as
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s^n by agencies dealing with the aged was their
nutrjtional balance. Because each nteal contained 1/3
RDA, the elderly wouid be assured of at least one
nutridonally sound meal per day. Ease and convenience
of preparation was also seen as important, as the elderly
oftea do not (or cannot beeause of their physical
condition) devote considerable time to meal preparation.
Social Security
Disability Benefits	 2,670,000	 (1976)
SSI—disabled	 2,011,876
	 (1976)
SSl—blind
	 76,366	 (1976)
VA Disability Benefits
	 3,226,701	 (1975)
I	 ;.
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Qaestions for Discussion:
1. Concern was voiced by some aging specialists that
freeze-dried foods inight be unacceptable to the
elderiy. Some aging specialists also see the need to
modify meal items to meet the ethnic and regiona)
food tastes of the elderly. To maximize the
acceptance of the food by the elderly, what kinds
of food item changes do you think will be
necessary?
2. What is the preferred service mix between congre-
gate meals, home-delivered hot meals, and shelf
stable meals, such as those developed by NASA?
Under what conditions would the shelf stable
meal system work successfully in the absence of
other meal programs?
3. Can the delivery of shelf-stabie meals be integrated
into the delivery systems of other home-based care
services--such as honie health care or homeinaker
care?
4. Many elderly persons require special diets for
health conditions, such as high blood pressure or
diabetes. The nieals, as currently structured, are
limited to those who can tolerate a nonnal diet.
What would the cost of providing special diet
meals be relative to the probabie size of the
market?
5. Certain uses of the meals have been suggested in
this paper. Do you see other ways that the meals
can be used to meet the necds of the elderly?
The DiSObled ond Nandlcopped
The features of the NASA meal system which make it
useful to the elderly also make it potentially useful to
disabied and handicapped persons of all ages who are
honiebound, and/or cannot easily shop or prepare meals
for theinseives.
Uke the elderly, there are no exact figures on the
number of handicapped persons who could benef5t from
this service. We do have figures, however. on numbers of
penions receiving disability benefits from governmental
sources. It is from this larger group of disabled that
probable users of tlte meal system would come.
Over 2% million persons are currently receiving Social
Security disabied worker beneflts. These persons are
suffering from physical or mental impairment that ccn
be expected to last for a continuous period of not less
than 12 months, and are unable to engage in gainful
activity. The leading causes of worker disability are
chronic ischemic heart, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthri-
tis, and slipped disc.
Disabled and blind persons with limited incomes
receive Supplemental Security Income benefits through
the Social Security Administration. Over 2 million
disabled and over 75,000 blind qualified and received
this aid in 1976. For those on SSI, the problems of
physicai disability are compounded by problems of
liniited income. The two together often lead to inade-
quate nutrition, due to difficulties in shopping and
preparing food, as weU as the inability to afford a varied
diet.
For the fiscal year ending lune 30, 1975, over 3'/a
niillion disabled vetrrans received monthly paynients
from the VA. The degree of impairment ranged froin 10
percent to 100 percent; certainly the entire nuniber of
disabled veterans drawing benefits would not require,
nor benetit from a slielf-stable meal systeni, but a
substantial number would.
Rehabilitation specialists felt that the NASA meal
system could be used most appropriately by the home-
bound and severely disabled, and by those suffering
temporary disability due to recent illness or hospitaliza-
tion. These persons often have mobility impainnents and
cannot easily leave their honies to shop for food. In
addition, many are unable to prepare meals for them-
selves by ordinary means. The Director of Vocational
Rehabilitation of the State of North Dakota connnented
that "the systern appears to be a most appropriate
aiternative to providing adequate nutrition to those who
find ordinary means of ineal preparation difticult or
impossible: '
The ease of food preparation of the NASA meals
means that many disabled persons could prepare meals
for themselves, thus retaining a sense of personal
independence. !n this regard, the Veterans Administra-
tion is considering use of the meais for homebound
veterans. The VA is also interested in using the meals in
VA centers as part of the rehabilitation training process.
L.earning to prepare these meals would be one step in the
.,
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attainment of personal independence and self-care.
Other rehabilitation specialists expressed interest in
the progam. The Director of Vocationai Rehabilitation
of the State of Florida felt the system could be useful to
hatdicapped homebound individuais, served by his
agency, and to many severely disabled individuals who
were currently not receiving rehabilitation services, but
who needed meal service. He felt as well that the system
could be used in conjunction with other services such as
hoine healdt care, honumaker services ancl social ser-
vices.
Sirnilarly positive comments were made by a
California Department of Rehabilitation prograni consul-
tant who felt the agency "would be interested (in its
advocacy role) of making the service availabie to ail
honiebound disabled regardiess of age or einployment
potential:'
The ineal system could also be used in rehabilitation
programs for the blind. One rehabilitation specialist felt
that if the instructions were clear and properly labeled
so that the blind could prepare and use the food, "there
could be considerabie use of the service for this segment
of our clients: '
Occasional use of the nieal system by the disabled
should also be considered for those situations when
other ineal options are not available, for example, on the
days when homeniakers do not come to prepare nieals,
and on the days whon pain or disc(imfort is great enough
to prevent other types of nieal preparation.
Future use of the meals by the disabled does,
however, raise certain fundamental problems, tirst
of which is ease in opening the seven-day meal boxes.
The indrvidual food packages and the cans with pull tabs
must be re-examined in the light of severe strength and
dexterity impairment suffered by quadraplegics, stroke
victims, and arthritics. lf the food packages cannot be
opened easily by such persons, the system would be
impractical. The Director of the Virginia Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation suggested that sample
packages should be sent to an occupational therapist
in a rehabUitation center setting for evaluation of its
use by the severety physically handicapped.
Serondly, modifications in labeling and preparation
instructions would be necenary if the nreal system were
to be used by dhe blind. Use of raised symbols on the
food items might be considered.
Whatever modifications prove necessary for the
disabled could be incorporated into the general systeni.
Greater ease of opening, and simplitied preparation
techniques can also serve to make the ntcais even nrore
convenient for general use.
Most of the comments made thus far center on the
potential for use of the NASA meals by those suffering
from physical disabilities. However, the system also has
advantages for those suffering from mental disabiUties,
such as retardation or mental illness.
L3ke the aged, many retarded and mentally ill permm
are institutionalized because there are not sufficient
home-based servicxs availabie for them. Obtaining nutri-
tious food in the honie can often be a problem both for
the retarded and the mentally ill. The retarded may lack
the skilis necessary for shopping and traditional food
preparation while the mentally'iil may temporarily lack
the interest. By making these meals available to the
retarded and the mentally ill, many should be able to
prepare nutritious meals for themselves in their own
homes.
Persons newly discharged from institutions for the
retarded and the mentally ill sonxtimes take up resi-
dence in halF-way houses to ease tlieir reentry into a
non-institutional environment. Use of a prepackaged
nieal system, such as the one developed by NASA, could
be useful to half-way house residents who are learning
how to prepare their own meals after a period of
culinary inactivity.
Questions for Discussion:
1. What segments of the disabled population could
make most effective use of a shelf-stable meai
system?
2. What modifications in opening procedures and
preparation tecliniques would be necessary to
facilitate use of the nieal system by the disabied?
's. What would the cost of these moditications be
relative to the probable size of the market among
the disabled?
4. What are soine alternatives for delivery of the meal
system to the disabled?
Low /nconte Popalotron
Persons of all ages share a coninion need for adequate
nutrition. But according to a Nutrition and Health
Report, prepared by the Select Committee on Nutrition
and Hunian Needs (1976), the under-consumption of
nutrients is widespread, especialiy among penons below
the poverty level. This section discunes the feasibility of
using a shelf-stable meal system for low-inconre persons,
either alone. or in coordination with other food pro-
granis.
At present, low-incomo households receive their
primary food assistance througtt the Federal Food
Stanip Program. In 1976, 18.6 miilion Anxricans partici-
pated in the program. The Conimodi ►y Program, once
the mainstay of food aid for the needy, has been
basically phased out. Only 50,000 persons a tnonth are
still participating. and most reside either on Indian
reservations, or in the Pacific Trust Idands.
The Food Stamp program has been the subject of
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ccntroversy for many years. Complaitttts are made that
the system does not work weu for the oid, the disabled,
atnd those who live in rural arcat. 3U purchase rrVire-
mertt also means that many of the very poor cannot
wcurnulate sufflaent cash to buy the starnps.
j!►ccording to a Childrens' Foundation iteport, "the
rurai poor often have troubk making the long trip to
asd from the county welfare offiCes whkh administer
the food stamp progrsm. In addition, rural grocery
stores In many places are not authorized to accept food
stamps, or are not located near food stamp users."
Sindlar probkms arise for the elderly and disabled,
both in urban and rural areas due to lack of transporta-
;	 aon to both pick up food stamps, and to shop. Some
urban elderly are within waildng distance of stores, but
fear to venture out of their honxs. If ineals and food are
not brought to them, many go huhgry before they will
brave the streets.
Delivery of shelf-stabk meals to low-income pen,ms
of aii ages who have difficulty using the food stamp
program would be one way of ineeting their nutritional
nads. The demand would probably be greatest in rural
areas, but would also have n ►r.rit in urban areas for those
who had difficulties leaving their honxs. The meals can
also be made available for purchase at grocery stores, or
through the mail, for food stamp recipients who desire
convenient, prepackaged meals for occasional, or general
use. Families receiving food stamps might also want to
keep a supply of the meais available for use during
periods of illness, or bad weather.
Some also criticixe the food stamp program, because
it does not guarantee that recipients will buy food item:
that contribute to a balanced diet. Such a criticism
niight be queiled if a balancxd, nutritious nuai such as
that developed by NASA were available for use by food
stamp participants. As a matter of interest, most of the
elderly in the demonstration project who received food
stamps expressed willingness to use them to purchase the
NASA nuals, provided they would cost roughly the
same as meais prepared from conventionaily bought
items.
Currentiy, special suppknwntal foodc are available
through the USDA's Womert. Infant. Children (WIC)
progrsm for low•income pregnant and nursing women,
babies, and children under flve. WiC provides mllk, eggt.
cheese, juice. cereal. and infant formula each month.
In 1975. the total authorized WIC caseload through-
out the nation was 611,S77. However, the Chfldrens'
Foundation, on the basis of poverty data prepared by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, estimated that over 4%
million children and pregnant women were eligibk for
the program.
The most common delivery system adopted by states
for the WIC program is non-negotiable vouchera
redaemabk for the specffied food itenis at grooery
stones. Home deljvery is practiced !n a few areas of the
country.
While purchase or delivvery of freb food products h
in moat caus the preferred option, there are situations
where delivery of a shelf-stabk meai package wouid be
the only nteans of getting the food to the redpients. For
exampk, mothers and children residing in isolated
sections of the country often have no re;ular axess to
transportation which would allow them to purcha:c
food items at a store. Similarly, service providers often
lack the transportation necessary to bring the food to
rural and isolated areas. A meal package, designed to
meet the :peciflc nutritionai needs of pregnant and
nur:ing wonkn, and one designed to meet the dietary
needs of young children, could be maikd or shipped to
eligibk WIC participants when other delivery options
were not availabk.
Shelf•stable meal packages designed for women and
children would also be useful as a standby when illne::
or bad weather prevented WIC participants from going
to the grocxry store to purchase food.
L8.1 researchers rcceived few responses from state
community affairs and economic opportunity offices.
However, those that did reply felt that the NASA
shelf-stable meal was an innovative way to feed the poor,
and could be effectively incorporated into the delivery
system of Community Action Agencies at the local and
regional levels. in particular, they felt the system had
merit for individuals in rural areas whose location made
it difficult for them to participate in other food
programs.
Questions for discussion:
1. Under what conditions could a prepackaged meal
system be used by low-income pertons and
families?
2. How could the system be used in conjunction with
other programs, such as the Food Stamp progrsm
and the WIC program?
3. What delivery options would be available for
low-income persons"
4. Would the system be stigmatized if it becante used
by the "welfire" population?
Ael/s+ery ojMfeMli W/tbhr tAie
SoCl01 SerrMt COrrrtxl
During the Meals for the Elderiy dentonstration
project. two delivery modes were used: for participants
who re^^ived seven meals per week—a penonal deAvery
system in which the mea4 wrre brought to the elderly
by a volunteer. and a ka personal delivery system in
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which the nteals wene either dropped off by a van. or
delivered through the mail. Those persons who partici-
pated in the weekend supplement phase of the program
either picked up their meals at the congregate meal site,
or had the meals delivered to them at the time of their
Mea1s-ort•Wheels delivery. For those participanu who
were receiving altemate care services, meals were
delivered by th-ir social workers; for those participants
rcceiving hottte health care, meals were delivered by their
service provider at the time of their normal visit.
As the above description suggests, various delivery
systems can be used for getting the nteals to the clients.
ln fact, fleatibility in delivery is one of the key features
of the shelf-stabie meal system. Unlike a hot, home-
delivered meal, the NASA meals do not have to be
delivered within a certain time to maintain proper
temperature. Unlike a hot, home-delivered meai, the
NASA nteals do not have to be delivered one or two per
day, but can be delivered in inultiple units of any
reasonabie size to participants.
In those cases where the meals wouid be an additional
honK-based service, delivery could be incorporated into
the existing service network of honie health care, vi:;ting
nurses, meals-on-wheels, etc. In those cases where
participants were receiving no other hotne-based service,
mcals could be mailed, or delivered through a volunteer
system designed for that purpose. in rural areas where
home delivery by volunteer wouid be impractical. mail
delivery would be a viabie altemative.
!t is likely that no one delivery systeni will work
equally well for all groups. Various systems will rreed to
be tried. However, the advantage of the NASA meal
system is that becat:se it is shelfKtable, many kinds of
delivery systems can be uscd. Flexibility is built into thc
system.
SOCIAL SERVICES—CONFERENCE DISCUSSION
The majority of participants felt that the greateit
potential of the meai system within a social service
context remained with tho elderly. ln part, this was a
consequence of the professional orientation of many
psrticipants: over a third of those attending tho con-
ference wcrrked for agencks or programs concerned with
services for the agittg.
Discussion focused on what role a shelf stabie nteal
system could play for the sging, and in what situations
would the provision of this type of ineal service be an
appropriate service altemative for the aging.
There was generai agreement that the system wouid
be a viable meal service for those elderly who wrre
homebound, and had no other nual services available.
"Homebound” can encompaa many types of persons.
tanging from those who are physically unable to kave
their homes, those that are emotionally unabie to leave
their homes, those that live in isolated, rurai areas and
have no accest to food programs, to those that ;ive in
center city areas and are fearful of venturing out on the
streets.
Providing this type of ineal system to those elderly
unable to participate in other program•u, would have
decided merit. Those elderly who currently are eating
inadequate diets would be aided in their health main-
tenance efforts by receiving one or more balanced meals
per day. Tite link between proper nutrition and health is
well-known.
The system has the potential for use as a weekend
supplement to frve-day congregate and meals-on-wheels
programs. The food needs of the elderly are seven-day
needs, yet most meals programs, on;y operate for Gve or
fewer days.
The biggest area of concern focused on ability of a
shelf-stable food system to incorporate the special diets,
and cultural food preferences of niany eiderly. Can
low-sodium, and low-sugar menus be provided, as weil as
diets that would be acceptable to different ethnic and
geographic groups?
There also is a need for greater varieties of food
items. The question of using cominodity food items
avaflable through USDA was raised. Many fcit somr
fresh fruits sitould also be included, even thougrt the
sltelf stability of the food package would be significantly
reduced as a result.
Is it appropriatc to provide only nwals to thc elderly
without other servicss as well'! Title Vil directors
indicated that by law, they had to provide auxiliary
scxial, 1&R services to all elderly who participated in
congregate progran Sonte felt the tneal by itseif was
sccondary in import^ to the sua4kments present
in Title Vil progryms.
While inany questions` remained, there was gcnerai
agreement that the system had potential for use for the
elderly. Suvial service and nutritiort project representa-
tivcs indicated they would like to see the program
implcmentcd. particularly on a weekend supplentent
basis.
The systeni would also be useful to the elderly as
ctnergency standby meals. One meals-on-wheels director
indicated that he was presently using such a concept in
his honte state—packaging three canned meals for pro-
gram participants for use when severc weather prevented
hot nteal deliveries.
DtJter t;roaps
The potential of the meals to nieet the needs of other
groups within the social service context was also
discussed, although not in such detail.
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The handicapped could benefit from such a progratn,
provided the meals could be adapted to take into
account their sometinies severe strength and dexterity
restrictions.
Other less obvious populations in need of ineals of
this kind were also mentioned: niigrant workers,
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Indians, imntigrants, Mormons.
If the meal system were to be used for any of these
groups, it would be iniportant that the system be
modiGed to fit their cultural food and packaging
preferences.
The meal system also could be made available to
apartntent house owners, and to low-income housing
projects for distdbution to those residents who were
temporarily ill. It was suggested that such a distribution
prograni could be administered through HUD.
Food aid has been a traditional church activity, and
churches nught consider keeping a supply of shelf-stable
meals on hand. Keeping a stock of ineals at church sites
would guarantee that needy persons would have imme-
diate, and ready access to nutritious food. For example,
St. Mary's Church in Oakland, Califomia has used a
similar system for homebound elderly who have very
limited cooking facilities, usually only water and a hot
plate. They report the prograni has been quite success-
ful.
77re Meal Systetn as an Outreach Tool
The nieal system would be useful as an outreach tool
to reach persons who were currently outside the bounds
of social service prograins. This applied to obvious
populations, such as elderly who were receiving few if
any services, but also applied to less obvious popula-
tions, such as school children who were developing
health habits for the future. The meals could be used to
draw persons into the social service network. The appeal
of food is strong, and universal. Once a service relation-
ship was established through delivery of the rneal
systeni, other social service needs could be addressed.
Innovative delivery systems should be devised to
make the meals part of a life-long learning systern.
Schools, and science and health ►nuseums were suggested
for this purpose. By making the ineals evailable in this
way, a strong nutrition education cornponent would be
incorporated into the program. The need for nutrition
education for all groups who would use the meals was
stressed.
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING PROGRAMS—
BACKGROUND PAPER
Introductlon
The organizations contacted were from a wide variety
of institutions, representing hwpitals, schools, nursing
homes, prisons, and other facilities. Those groups were
asked to comment as to how the meals systeni might
apply to their needs. Of particular interest to the LBJ
researchers were three questions: what advantages did
the organizations fee) the meals system might have, what
disadvantages might exist regarding the meals in their
present forni, and what niodifications might niake the
system more useful''
The NASA system has a number of characteristics
that may usefully serve occasional institutional needs.
No formal fteld-testing or research has been conducted
on the subject, however. Consequently, opinions vary
widely. This paper will present those opinions in two
sections.
First, several characteristics of the NASA nieal system
will be discussed, along with the reactions of various
agencies. Second, several possible uses for the meal
system, plus agency reactions, will be outlined.
Characterlstics of the System
The nieal system was developed to meet the needs of
the rural elderly. Delivery, storage, packaging, prepara-
tion, and nutritive characteristics of the nieals could be
adapted to nieet other groups' needs, and should
demand warrant. This section will describe agency
reactions to the system's present characteristics. Of
particular concern to us is how institutional feeding
needs are currently niet, and how the NASA nieal
system would fit into current systems.
institutional food services vary in sorne respects.
Some, like most schools and colleges, utilize central
dining facilities, with liinited hours of operation. Others
(hospitals, for exaniple) prepare meals centrally and
distribute them throughout the facility. Still other
institutions (prisoris, mental hospitals and schools, and
nursing homes) provide both central and dispersed
dining. All these facilities have common characteristics:
all arc niass-feeding situations with the prime considera-
tions being cost, appeal, and nutrition.
Delfvery
The NASA meal system, unlike some foods used by
institutions, requires no refrigeration and has a relatively
low bulk. While several disaster relief organizations felt
this would be use fi4, institutional food services generally
believed these characteristics were less advantageous.
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Assessnrent of Alternative Uses of the Meal System
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food and
Nutrition Setvice, for example, supplies much of the
food used by public schoul lunch programs. Most of
these foods are already packaged in shelf stable forni,
usually in large (#10) containers.
The NASA freeze-dried foods have a low bulk, since
most water is rentoved prior to shipntent. Social services
agencies find this useful, especially when using the U.S.
mails to deliver small shipnients to individuals. lnterna-
tional relief agencies also 6nd the meals' low weigltt
attractive, since tltis could perhaps lower long-distance
sltipping costs.
For domestic institutions, this is less significant.
Procurentent by hospitals, schools, prisons, and uther
institutions is alniost always done locally. Sltipping costs
are consequently less a factor than is the case with
internationai use of mail delivery. The National Bureau
of Prisons, in fact, supplies a sniall portion of its fuud
needs with goods raised witlun its institutions. Uther
institutions (Veterans' Adtninistration and nwst other
hospitals are an example) obtain toods frum local
wholesalers eitlier on a lowest bidder or comparison
purchase basis.
Public schools also rely, according to USDA/FNS, on
local wholesale purchases. In addition, FNS distribution
of bulk surE)lus cotnmudities (in canned ur perisliable
fomt) is an iniportant part ot' ntust school lunch
progrants. FNS distributes food througli tttree existing
programs (school lunch, price support, and surplus food
renwval). Transport mechanisms used tu collect and
deliver these foods usually are by the freight-car load.
FNS believes the smaller portions used by thc NASA
meal system would not frt into this transport system.
Stomge
According to institutional users, extended storuge is
important to them. The Anterican Hospital Association
contniented that a stockpile ot'shelt=stable meals
could probably be one of the most effective
disaster supply plans for an institution, because
the NASA products require less storage space, have
a good shelf-life, and are nutritionally adequate.
Their use would, however, hinge on a planned
water supply.
Huniana, lnc. (a private hospital chain) nuted fhat the
Accreditation Marrual for Hospitals published by the
Joint Comniission on Accreditation uf tlospitals in
April, 1976 "clearly delineates the responsibilities of
hospitals to prepare fur the evcntuality of extemal
disaster." The Cornmission interprets the Manual as
tnandating that hospitals ntaintain a minintum uf une
week's supply of food. According to Huntana, such an
accreditation requirenient is relatively new, and NASA-
type meals may have considerable application.
A National Bureau of Prisons spokesperson similarly
agreed that the meals' slielf stability could be useful in
preparing for eniergencies. The nteal systent's costs,
however, were thought serious obstacles to its intplemen-
tation, siace the Bureau's 1'acilities typically feed inmates
for $1.50 to $1.60 per day. Long-teritt storage of
processed foods can involve both extra labor and
warehouse costs.
Pockaging and Prepamtion
In its present packaging form, the nteal system
provides one complete nteal per box. Individual food
items are opened eitlier by tearing a pouch or pulling off
an easy-upen can top, thett t.sing boiling water, a lieated
saucepan, or brief refrigeration.
Viewing the meals as casier to prepare tlian sume
otlter forms of fuod preparation, the U.S. Veterans'
Administratiun contmented that individual meals could
be igctied certain patients on discharge from VA hos-
pitals. Sometimes patients ltave no one else at home
during the day to cook, and have to retttain in the VA
tacility tuitil they themselves are able tu prepare meals.
The VA teels NASA-type meals may be an alternative.
Additionally, noting rapidly rising hospital labor costs,
the VA is interested in less lahor-intensive meals.
The Anierican H.)spital Association noted tliat in-
hospital uses of the meals may be useful. Cuntainers that
hold one serving (or up to six servings) have been tested
in sonte hospitals. The hospitals found such containers
required too ntany manhours to open and prepare.
Containers Itolding twenty or nuore servings may be
morc cco»otnical and useful.
This opinion was typical of several organizations. In
niost institutions, regularly schedtded mass-feeding is the
norm. Individual meal boxes would be cunibersortte.
USDA noted this is lruc for most public scltuols, while
the Nationa) Burcau of Priscros made a similar observa-
tiun. Fur the meals to be included in such meal prugrants
(in a minor role as a supplement or cntergency standby),
the cotttaitiers would have to be larger.
Two conmtents abuut thc meals' packaong, prepara-
tion, and intent were made by The Cluldren's
Foundation (a private nutrition and social service
advocacy group, located in Washington, D.C.). The
group noted that over half of the participants in the
NASA/LBJ field demonstration "mixed and matched"
itents from dit'ferent meals. To the Foui:datiun, this
indicated "( I) that the elderly target group was capable
of putting together a nteal wittt convenient ingredients
already available, and (') that they weren't altugether
satisfied with tltc NASA meals." In response, the LBJ
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Shelf,Stabte Meals for PAeblic Sector Uses
School fleld demonstration report notes that having
prepackaged meals to meet everyone's preferences is
impossible. The rrxals are flexible, and different foods
can be used.
The Foundation voiced a more fundatnental reserva-
tion about the NASA meals' style of packaging and
preparation. While not directly addressed to institutional
applications, their comnwnts question application of this
tecltnology to a number of uses:
As you can tell, I'm totatly opposed to this
outrageous rip-off of taxF•ayers' money to develop
a commercial scam usinp, elderly people as pawns.
Whatever value the program may have for the poor
and isolated senior citizens not now reached by
other programs is minimal when you consider
what a cop-out it is to opt for low cost and
convenience rather than spend the money to
adequately serve those who are not easily served
under existing programs.
If all we care about is cost and convenience, why
don't we feed 'ein pills—multivitamins, soy tablets,
kelp pills, lecithin, etc. Better yet, why not feed
'em in travenously— they wouldn't have to lift a
finger and no one would complain about the taste.
I can see it all now: we'Il hook Granny up to
machines, and she won't have to bother being
self-sufficient. Why, the space-age takes care of
everything.
Taste and Appearance
The Citizens for Better Care Institute, a Detroit
research group involved in nursing home planning,
wrote us that dietary complaints are the third largest
patient cotnplaint category in Michigan. Cold food,
unappetizing food, insufficient food, and special diets
not followed were aniong the niost frequent dietary
complaints. A CBC representative felt that
Implementatioti of the NASA Meals System into
institutions such as nursing homes could be parti-
cularly beneficial in assisting these institutions in
providing shelf-stable rneals that are palatable,
nutritious and conveniently managed.
HEW spokespersons commented that deficiencies do
exist in sonte hospital and nursing home programs, but
the NASA system ntay not autoniatically solve those
problems. A representative of HEW's Health Service
Administration (responsible for hospital and nursing
home nutrition) felt that these meals inay differ from
home cooking:
The hospitalized patient and the aged and handi-
capped sitting at home are captive audiences who
must be provided a sense of security. Familiarity
of foods satisfies a partial need for their general
well-being. Freeze-dried foods are new to them
and a degree of skepticism and apprehensiveness
can be present.
A representative of the American Hospitals Associa-
tion, who sampled NASA foods in 1975, found that
"the quality and variety of these foods was certainly
acceptable." Another nutritionist, from the non-profit
Nutrition Today Society, agreed that user acceptance is
of primary impurtance. Implying tha: the best way to
nteasure acceptance is to test-serve t ie foods institu-
tionally, the nutritionist only senii- face ti ously suggested
that such tests weigh the food people leave on their
plates.
Possible Institationa! Uses
of the NASA Meal System
Several possible uses were discussed with numerous
institutions and organizations. These uses involve limited
staffing periods, emergencies, overcrowding, staff use,
and freld trips.
Late Uiiting
Concerning hospitals and nursing homes, Humana,
the AHA, and two nursing home associations felt that in
some facilities the NASA tneals could provide meals or
snacks. Because of anorexia, late arrival, or clinical tests,
patients occasionally miss meals. These groups indicated
a reserve of NASA-type meals, perhaps in larger por-
tions, may be useful for late feeding and liniited staff
periods (weekends and holidays).
The National Bureau of Prisons noted that in theory
the meals could be useful for such contingencies. Cost,
liowever, is their major concern. Given the nieals were
cost-contpetitive, the ►neals could be useful. The Bureau
doubts such cost-competitiveness is possible. Addi-
tionally, the Bureau is concerned that access to late
meals could create security problems.
6mergencies
Concerning emergency uses for the meals (power
failure, staff strike, isolation due to weather), hospitals
and nursing honies have generally reacted with interest.
As mentioned earlier, new accreditation standards for
hospitals require provision for etnergencies. Again, the
printe concern is cost. Several health-related institutions
and groups indicated their desire for such meals would
be contingent on cost-coniparisons done for each speci-
fic facility.
As is the case with hospitals and nursing homes,
prisons obviously cannot send their residents home
during emergencies (unlike public schools). All of these
groups did agree that emergency meals back-up is
desirable. Cost-comparison data would be important
to these groups in deciding whether the NASA meal
system would play even a small role.
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Assessnrent of AlternatJve Uses of the Meal Systern
Overcrotadlna
Occasionally, various institutions become temporarily
overcrowded. Hospitals receive victims of flu outbreaks,
while public schools ntay shelter victims of ttatural
disastets. The hospital groups listed earlier, plus disaster
relief groups (the Red Cross and Salvation Army) feel
that the NASA single-serving containcrs are usually
inappropriate for such mass-feeding instances. As sug-
gested by the AHA, larger containers and packages could
have possible application as a stored reserve food supply.
Tlte National Bureau of Prisons, by contrast, thougltt
cost probletns would outweigh the benefits of rnaintain-
ing such a reserve.
Staff Use
To most of the institutions and groups that
responded, staff feeding is, at niost, a secondary con-
cern. We asked a number of institutions if they make
any provision for the feeding of night, weekend. and
holiday personnel. In most cases, the staff is expected to
use vending machines or provide their own bag lunch.
This is a general policy of the National Bureau of
Prisons.
In Inany facilities ( N;!rticularly hospitals and public
day scliools) staff inembers have access to cafeteria
facilities during the daytime. Night feeding is not a
probleni for public scliools, while hospital groups did
not mention the feeding of evening staff as a major
concern.
Freld Trfps
Most of the institutions surveyed (with the exception
of liospitals) occasionally take niembers on field trips or
work details. One state training school mentioned that
modified NASA-type meals niight be useful during such
field trips (athletic events in particular). Other groups
likely to conduct field trips (day scliools in particular)
were skeptical that a NASA-type meal would be as
cheap or as easy to prepare as an old-fashioned,
brown-bag lunch.
Whetber any of these possible applications of the
meal system will become reality is uncertain. Given the
amount of food institutions currently prepare, even a
small percent represents a large number of nteals. As
Humana, Inc. notes,
Should tests of your product in health care
institutions prove successful, the shelf-stable nieal
might conceivably have valid applications in our
facilities. We expect to serve over 8 million meals
in fiscal year 1977. Even a relatively niinor role in
such a large program might be significant in terms
of ineals required.
Questions for Discussion:
1. Under what circtunstances might the NASA meals
be useful in institutional settings?
2. Would individual Ineal boxes require too many
manhours to open and prepare? What other
problems might be encountered? What advantages?
3. What moditications in the NASA meals would
make them better suited to nieet institutional
needs?
INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING PROGRAMS—
CONFERENCE DISCUSSION
Conference participants also considered the potential
of the NASA nieal systeni to nieet some of the food
needs in institution settings. Discussion focused for the
most part upon health care settings.
There was general agreenient that the nieal system in
its present design would be impractical for general use in
health care institutions because of the number of hands
needed to open individual food packages. As it stauds,
the system is too labor-intensive. Hospitals presently use
large, institutional size cans for meal preparation, and
tlus practice is functional considering the great number
of nieals that need to be served. A switch from large-size
containers to single-serving size containers would be
counter-productive.
However, the rneals might be useful as standby nteals
for late arrivals, those returning to the hospital after
furlouglts, and for those who tiiust fast for certain lab
tests and in doing so, nuss their regularly sclteduled
meals.
The meals ntight be used to replace the current
riethod of storing emergency supplies of food in
hospital settings. Even under eniergency situations,
preparation of the meals could be acconiplished, since
accredited hospitals must have a backup supply of water,
and some means of generating their own power. In tlus
regard, it was brought out that if absolutely necessary,
food itents could be eaten as is frum the can or
free/x-dry packet without heating or reconstitution.
Within health care settings, the greatest putential for
use of the Ineal syste ►n lay in the areas of patient
discltarge planning, convalescent care, and home health
care. Consuming nutritious nteals is particularly impor-
tant for those individuals who have undergone surgical
procedures, or liave beett Ill. Yet practical circumstances
sontetimes make it difficult for these persons to obtain
nutritious fiood at home: the com°alescent may iive
alone; or if the convalescent has a spouse or children, the
work associated wi:h taking care of the recovering
patient may leave litile tinte to shop or prepare
nutritious meals.
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Meals could be provided for convalescing patients in a
varisty of ways. For example, the VA operates a home
heaith program, providing direct care by its own team in
the patient's home. The famflies (usually the elderly
spow) are taught how to care for the patient. Without
this prog,ram, the patient would usually have to be
hospitalized. When legislation permits, the VA is
interested in making a shelf-stable meal system available
for use in the home health care program. The meals
would be provided for both the patient and the spouse,
and delivered by members of the VA home health team.
The VA also contemplates using the meals in other
health care settings, such as outpatient clinics, personal
care homes, and in institutions where veterans are
receiving social rehabilitation, and are being reoriented
to living independently. [n all these instances, the meal
system would fit into the VA's program of nutritiona)
maintenance and preventive care.
Some rough idea of rtumbers of potential users within
the VA was presented. At this date, there are 2%1
million living veterans, and 3% miflion veterans over 65.
By the end of this century, there will be 7 niillion
veterans over 65. Approximately 78,000 veterans are
treated in VA hospitals on any one day. Anotlier 25,000
are in nursing homes and receiving liealth services.
Approximately 9,000 veterans are in dotnicilary pro-
grams for social rehabilitation. lt is frotn these groups of
veterans that potential users of the nteal system would
conie. The VA definitely feels that they have a popula-
tion that the nieals could benefit. For exaniple, it is
estimated that 1,000 of the VA's nursing honie patients
could be at home if they could provide some sort of
meals for theniselves.
The VA is representative of the general population,
and titeir problenis are similar. Thus, if the nieal systetn
has a potential for use within the VA health care
program, it has a similar potential for use within other
health care progranis, both public and private. For
example, the meal system could be given to patients at
the time of their discharge from hospitals as an aid to
their convalescence. Presendy, there are 933,000 Anieri-
cans in convalescent care institutions. Some portion of
that number could probably be at honie if their meal
needs could be ntet in a satisfactory manner.
There was general agreentent that the tneal systeni
would not be effective for use in school lunch programs
for the same reasons it would not be effective for general
use in hospitals. The unit cost per meal per child would
be too lhigh if single-serving meals were used. Most
schools operate cafeterias and prepare meals in bulk-
using institutional-size cans and surplus cotnmodities
made available from the USDA.
DISASTER RELIEF AND 1NTERNATIONAL AID—
BACKGROUND PAPER
The meal system has several characteristics that niay
be of value in a variety of famine and emergency
situatiotts. It must be reaiized, however, that the nreal
system was not designed as a major food source for
famine or eniergency situations. But the NASA meai
system might be useful as a supplementary too1, perhaps
serving speciatized needs. !n this section of the paper,
several characteristics of the system will be discussed
with regard to how each characteristic relates to famine
and emergency situations. These characteristics include
econoniics, transport, and delivery; storage; packaging
and preparation; plus appearance, taste, and nutritional
content. Since potential doniestic and international
applications are somewliat different, each section will
discuss these two separately.
Disaster ReUef and E'mergency Agencies
Dontestically, extended famine relief is not a concem.
With regard to domestic disaster and emergency relief,
tliree characteristics stand out. First, in any type of
emergency, food is almost always procured Iocaliy.
Second, such procurenient is usually done in bulk
quantities, preferably in large containers. Third, respon-
sibility for nieeting food needs is dispersed ainong
several agencies.
The severe flooding that occurred in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania in 1973 is an exaniple ol' all three.
Following Flurricane Agnes, thcse floods left an esti-
mated 100,000 people honieless for thirteen days.
Finding bulk food supplies locally was not an insur-
mountable probletn, even though the need was on a very
large scale.
The tlurd characteristic of doniestic emergency food
assistance, dispersed responsibility, proved a niore diffi-
cult problem. In the Wilkes-Barre case, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Food and Nutrition Service
had lead responsibility and found supplies quickly.
Several other agencies were involved in purchasing,
transporting, and distributing the food supplies. Coor-
dination of these various agencies became a problem.
In 1970, President Nixon dissolved the Office of
Emergency Preparedness, and transferred its duties to
several existing agencies. As a.:onsequence, many
agencies have partial responsibility to deal with dotnestic
disaster and eniergency food relief. The following table
gives a partial breakdown of these responsibilities:
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U.S. Department of Agriculture
(Food and Nutrition Service)
U.S. Department of Nousing and Urban Developntent
(Federal Disaster Assistance Administration)
U.S. General Services Adntinistration
(Federal Preparedness Agency)
U.S. Department of Commerce
(National Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration)
U.S. Department of Defense
(Defense Civil Preparedness Agency)
Representatives of sotne of these agencies reniarked that
division of responsibility made coordinated disaster
response increasingly diffrcult.
A nuniber of private, voluntary agencies are also
invoived in diFaster food relief. Tltese agencies include
the American National Red Cross, the Salvation Army,
the Nationai Catholic Disaster Relief Committee, and
many others.
Agerrcy
U.S. State Department (Agency for International
Development), Was}tington, D.C.
United Nations (Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion) Rome, Italy
International Civil Defense Organization. Geneva,
Switzerland
Church Wor1d Service, New York City
League for International Food Education,
Washington, D.C.
CARE, lnc., New York City
Econontics
The NASA meal system uses sophisticated processing
and packaging techniques. Conipared to bulk foodstuffs,
the NASA meals system will not be econotnically
competitive in the foreseeabie future. Surplus commodi-
ties, purchased by USDA to maintain dotnestic pdce
Distribution of surplus commodities and school
lunch supplies; distribution of food stamps.
Coordinates response of other Federal agencies
regarding emergency food supply.
Coordinates advance planning of other Federal
emergency agencies; food supply planning for
post-nuclear attack period.
Emergency preparedness planning assistance to
state and local officials; publishes food stock-
piling suggestions for the general public.
Fallout shelter food supply.
Several agencies are involved in overseas food supply.
Some emphasize disaster and emergency supply, while
others are involved in famine relief as well: (See
following table.)
These are only partial listings, intended to show the
variety of agencies involved in this work.
Food•Related Activities
Famine and disaster food supply; inatental and
child nutrition; technology transfer; coordina-
tion of food donations.
Distributes food donated for disaster and fa ►nine
relief.
Food stockpiling for disaster relief.
Distributes foods donated for disaster relief.
Tecltnical research.
Distributes foods donated for disaster and
famine relief.
support leveis, are a source of free foodstut'fs to niany
relief agencies. CARF., Ine., FAO, and Cliurch World
Services are a few examples. For theni, unly packaging
and sltipping costs are involved. The NASA meals systetn
and similar optiuns would be far ntore expensive, CARL
and odier groups noted.
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For other, more specialized uses (stockpiling, for
example), tlte NASA meat system may be more viable.
The lnternational Civil Defense Organization, as well as
Church Worid Services, suggested these specialized uses,
despite their ifiglter cost, may be worth further research.
The total cost for the NASA meals currently ranges
fron a ntaximum of $5.80 to a ntininium of $2.45 per
meal, with an average cost of $3.05. These flgures
indlude research costs incurred under dentonstration
conditions. Subject to FDA approval, niodified packag-
ing could be implemented. The FDA recently approved
certain inodifications in the meal system's packaging,
which could reduce the average cost to $2.17. (These
figures all include meal costs and detivery costs.) Mass
production or larger containers could also reduce costs.
Transport
The transport cliaracteristics of the meais might be
useful (logistically and ecunoniically) for certain emer-
gency conditions. The meals require no refrigeration
during transport. Expenditures for temperature control
equipment and energy are unnecessary. Prolonged expo-
sure to temperatures above 70°F can, however, reduce
the meals' shelf-life.
We asked whcther the nieals' relatively durable and
compact nature would have any transport advantages
over other packaging. Lower weight per meal, conipared
to sonie other food supplies, was another consideration.
The Federal Disaster Assistance Administration was
skeptical that the transport characteristics of the rneal
system would be an advantage. The meai systein's
capability of being transported long distances without
tentperature control was of little appeal to them. Since
almost all emergencies are localized and teinporary,
FDAA feels present retail, wholesale, and goveminental
networks are comprehensive enough to handle any
situation.
!n extreme situations, involving geographic isulation
of victiins, airdropping the meal system might be
considered, but such situations are very rare. ln 1958, a
Red Cross airdrop fed 10,000 people for thirty days.
Canned goods and other durably packaged foodstuffs
were distributed, where an unexpectedly severe blizzard
in Virginia and North Carolina isolated many froin
regular food supply networks. A Red Cross spokesperson
suggested that NASA style meals, perhaps in larger
containers, could be useful in such rare situations.
For international relief situations, the Agency for
Internationai Developnient (AID) of the U.S. Depart-
ment of State is interested in possible siupping cost
savings. Since most water is removed from the freeze-
dried foodstuffs, the meals' relatively low weight and
small size may mean lower shipping costs. AID stressed
the importance of this, since long dis:ance shipping is
expensive.
Stontge
In its current fornt, the nieal systeni has a guaranteed
shelf-life of two years (at 70 0F). Actual shelf-life is
much longer. As part of our research, we asked
emergency and disaster relief agencies how important
this might be to their activities. Would central, regional,
or local stockpiles of the meals be useful in planning for
emergencies and famines?
Responses varied widely. In the 1950s and early
1960s, sheif-stable foods were stored as part of emer-
gency planning. For example, the Defense Civii
Preparedness Agency, Departnient of Defense, from
1962 to 1964 stocked fallout shelters with a total of 318
million pounds of cereal biscuit survival rations, packed
in sealed flve-gallon tins. Recentiy, the Agency has
begun disposing of the rations, and has no plans to
restock the shelters. The decreasing emphasis by private
citizens and the federal goventnnent on fallout shelters
has all but ended food stockpiling for nuclear emer-
gencies.
The General Services Agency, Emergency Prepared-
ness Branch, is continuing such stockpiling, however.
The Branch has procured limited amounts of shelf stable
foods in nuniber ten (institutional size) cans from
Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc. According to that
manufacturer, a ten-day feeding cycle would include
eggs with bacon, pork chops, coffee, cocoa, beef
almondine, chicken salad, apples, and uther foods.
Currently, the nianufacturer is conducting a ten-year
storage test, while the U.S. Army Food Development
Center (Natick, Massachusetts) is in the niidst of a
seven-year test. In both cases, the expectation is that the
foods will be in excellent condition at tests' end.
According to the manufacturer:
Freeze drying is the most delicate method of
drying and, therefore, produces a superior pro-
duct. This superiority carries through the life of
the product.
This is based on the assumption that the product is
packaged properly and not mishandled so as to
allow oxygen to reach the product ... the #10 can
can stand a lot more abuse than a flexible foil
Iaminated pouch. Our oxygen levels in the #10
cans are well below one percent.
Also, storage temperatures will affect the keeping
qualities. Chemists use a rule ot' thumb that a
change in temperature of 18°F to a 100°F will
halve the time of the reaction. All foods are
cheniicals and, therefore, you will have a more
palatabie product if it is stored at a reasonable
temperature.
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The foods and processes used are very similar to the
NASA systeni's.
Two other agencies note that stockpiling by indivi-
duals or local groups ntay be practieal. In areas where
risk of natur•al disaster is high (hurricane, tornado,
earthquake), the Commerce Department's National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
suggests that a family stockpile may be practical. NOAA
has outlined a diet of canned, freeze-dried, and/or
deliydrated foods available from supermarkets and
sporting-goods stores. The National Catholic Disaster
Relief Committee has reconimended that meniber
churches tliink about siniilar stockpiles.
Negative comnients regarding stockpiling nientioned
the reliance of disaster relief groups on local procure-
tnent and penshable foods. The FDAA, the Salvation
Arniy, Red Cross, and other groups usually procure
foods from USDA (tapping local school luncir stock-
piles) or local wltolesalers and retailers.
Regarding international disaster and fatnine relief,
other organizations have suggested shelf-stable foods
niay be suitable for stockpiling. The International Civil
Defense Organization. Iteadquartered in Geneva.
Switzerland, notes that civil defense agencies in several
Westem European nations ntaintain stocks of packeted
shelf stable foods. The supplies are intended for relief
operations in case of war. AID officials, meanwliile,
think that regional stockpiles overseas ntight be useful.
For about 48 hours after a disaster, food is often in
short supply, particularly in isolated areas. Shelf-stable
meals from local stockpiles, AID suggests, could buy
tinie untii other food relief arrives. Again, cost and
packaging are important considerations.
Agencies, such as CARE and AID handle niostly bulk
quantities of perisltable goods. Widespread famines
usually require such large quantities. AID, in coordina-
►ion with voluntary agencies (CARE, Catholic Relief
Services, Church World Services, and Lutheran World
Relief) distributes Food for Peace Commodities. Such
surplus foodstuffs (niilk powder, grain, corn) are highly
desired by many third-world nations, and AID suggests
shelf-stable stockpiles ntay be useful as supplentents to
these bulk supplies.
Packaging and Preparatiott
Shelf-stable foods were used under extreme condi-
tions in 1973, when Hurricane Agnes and subsequent
flooding left I00,000 Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania resi-
dents homeless for thirteen days. USDA used canned
goods available from scltool luncb progranis, plus
K-rations obtained from the Defense Depar:ntent. These
foods required no cooking or refrigeration, an itnportant
consideration in an area of severe electric and water
shortages.
The USDA/FNS offfcial who coordinated food
supply and preparation in Wilkes-Barre felt the NASA
system merits further study. Individual containers may
be approptiate for only very special circumstances (such
as for mobile rescue workers), while larger containers
may have greater applications.
The problem, as the FNS spokesman put it, is that no
two disasters are alike. Every meals mechanism has
certain advantagts artd drawbacks, eaclt varying with the
specific situation. According to FNS, if the NASA meal
system were to be considered in contingency planning, it
would be as one of niany food supply tools available.
Different situations require different tools.
For exatnple, availability of electricity and water
supplies vary for each situation. While not designed for
such use, if necessary, every element of the tneal system
can be eaten without heating or reconstituting. In the
Wilkes-Barre situation, water was available (via Army
trucks), but electricity and firewood were not. The point
emphasized by FNS is that access to a variety of inea)
types can give on-scene pe:sonne) greater flexibility in
meeting nutritional needs.
Some other agencies were skeptical about the useful-
ness of individually-packed meals, regarding disaster and
famine relief. FDAA, the Red Cross, CARE, and the
World Food Prograni (UN/FAO) deal almost exclusively
with mass-feeding situations. These agencies prefer bags
of raw foodstuffs or large containers.
FDAA, in particular, felt the only innovation of the
NASA system was individualized packaging: they felt
this held no advantage over existing foods. FDAA felt
that larger-sized containers would siniply duplicate
already-existing supplies. In sunt, FDAA believes that
packaging is the NASA system's only innovation, and
has no applicability to FDAA activities.
Two agencies frequently involved with intemational
relief' responded with sonte interest. Church World
Services of New York believes individually-packaged
nieals would not be appropriate for the situations they
deal with. Most of their work involves distribution of
bulk U.S. surplus commodities overseas, but they are
`•very interested in exploring the use of freeze-dried
foods in this whule area of disaster response and in
normal programming:' The AID response was siniilar.
Neither agency plans to use the tiASA nieal system in
the inintediate future, but representatives of" both
infornially suggest that, with inouifications, the systetn
tnay have use in certain circuntstances.
Appearrrnce. Taste, mrd Nutritiornal Content
Each meal was designed to tneet at least one-third of
the daily recotnniended dietary allowance for tnales
iifty-one years of age and older. No specia) menus were
developed for individuals with health-related dietary
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restrictions or those who prefer traditional ethnic foods,
although it would be technically easy to design such
nieals.
Responses from agencies contacted suggest that some
overseas users would have difficulty with present appear-
ances and tastes of the foods. Officials at CARE, for
exainple, felt the present NASA meals' North American
orientation would be unpopular aniong third world
populations. Many of these people presently receive
CARE-distributed rice, beans, and other staples. The
NASA meal concept is Oexible enough to accotnodate
such foods.
Overseas agencies have used processed foods. The
FAO World Food Program often purchases stable foods
in bulk (preferably from developing countries), but they
do handle blended "special protein foods" from the U.S.
Corn soya milk, corn soy fortified •soya mix, wheat soya
blend, and soy fortified sorghuni grits have all been
occasionally used for disaster or famine relief. Sonie of
these foods were in slhelf-stable fomi. FAO was unsure
how thc NASA nieal systeni would fit into these
activites, but they did suspect such foods "niay not be
readily acceptable to the people in many of the areas
which are usually disaster prone."
The Agency for International Development has
expressed interest in adaptations of the meal system
concept for disaster relief. Of even greater concern to
them are the potcntial beneiits of the nieals system
concept for inaternal and child nutrition overseas.
Whether due to famine, war, or natural disaster, child
malnutrition is, according to AID, currently the major
nutritional concein of developing countries. Young
children in, poorer countries of'ten lack weaning foods
and develop low resistanc.e to disease. Milk powder is
badly needed, but is scarce and expensive.
Althougli details have not been discussed. AID did
feel that variations of the meals concept may be worthy
of further study and possible implenicntatiott. Currently
a++ailable meals systems, relying on bulk shipments of'
raw foodstuffs, are frequetitly inappropriate for the
special needs ot' very young children. Sucli foods are
perishable. dit'licult to transport to isolated areas, and
less useful 1'or cliild nutrition.
The NASA meal systetn uses processirtg technology
both more expensive and more sophisticated titan inost
other feeding tncthods. Interestingly, AID thinks ►his
sophistication niay be an advantage. To provide high
protein and other nutritious foods to yuung children,
pn?cessing attd packaging concepts front the NASA
system could be adapted to meet the needs of specific
countries. The technology involved could be useful to
developing nations, by letting those nations thentselves
process die foodstuffs.
Suggesting a lugli level of teclinology transter. AID
hypothesizes t1.S. public and private agencies could
teacli shelf-stable food processing techniques to develop-
ing countries. The goals could he multiple: host
countries could develop indigenous raw materials,
process the nrtterials themselves, and use the results for
their own needs. For example, niilk could be processed
into shelf-stable niilk powder and used as a weaning
food. In addition to meeting nutritional needs, the host
country would be developing an internal industrial base
as well.
AID suggests that perhaps one or two dozen countries
could handle the technology involved, and use processed
foods to counter doniestic disasters or faniines.
Bangladesh and India are examples. Brazil is another,
since it has occasional need for such foods (due to floods
and droughts), and has the resources to meet these needs
(capital, technology, manpower). Central Anierican
nations, having a somewhat common diet, could con-
ceivably share regionalized facilities. Such progranis
could help these nations develop their own food
processing industries. The concept involved in the NASA
meals system would, of' course, be only a small part of
this.
To summarize, niost agencies feel the meal system in
its present form has little value to faniine oremergency
relief. Severa) agencies suggested, however, that adapta-
tions of the ►neal system may have a number of potential
applications. For overseas faniine relief and cliild nutri•
tion, such adaptations may be useful supplements to
existing supplies. For domestic emergencies, adaptations
of the meal system inay be a backup in seme situations.
Questions for Discussion:
I. In what disaster situations miglit individual nieal
packages be useful as a supplernent to other food
supplies?
?. In what famine relief situations migltt individual
meal packages be useful"
3. How might the NASA meals be integrated into
existing disaster and famine relief distribution and
delivery systems'> What advantages would the
NASA systent have'! What problems'►
DISASTER RELIEF AND
INTERNATIONAL AID—CONFERENCE DISCUSSION
Does the NASA meal system have potential for use in
areas of disaster and emergency relief and intemational
aid? What elements uf the systeni make it appropriate
for use under these conditions'.> What elements of the
system mitigate against its use?
No two disasters are alike, and the food needs of
those in disaster situations can be very different. For this
reason the flexibility of having different types of f'ood
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and food packages available is preferable. The NASA
meal system allows for this flexibility. For example,
often on the first days of a disaster, there are logistic
problems associated with general food relief efforts-
roads and bridges can be out, preventing the transport of
food suppGes to the site. It may also be extrentely
difficult to establish field kitcltens in the general
confusion of the disaster. For these situations, NASA
meais could be airdropped into the disaster areas. Even if
electricity and water supplies were not available, all food
items could be eaten without heating or reconstitution.
Disasters and emergencies need not be on a large
scale. Tornadoes may flatten only two or three houses; a
fire might datnage one or two houses. Whatever the
scale, food relief niust be provided to the families in
need. In these situations, mass feeding through field
kitchens is not necessary. What is needed is an easily
manageable food supply system, such as that found in
the NASA meal system. If supplies of ineals were
stockpiled at local and regional centers, such as the Red
Cross, they could be quickly transported to families in
time of need.
The biggest problem in use of NASA-type meals in
emergency relief situations is with ►he present pattern of
food availability and food procurenietnt. At present.
food suppUes used in relief efforts are often "pulled"
from existing food sources, such as the School Lunch
Pr gram or Arniy rations. The problem is one of getting
the shelf-stable tneal systenr into the stream of availa-
bility from which it can be pulled in disaster relief
efforts. In the case of the School Lunch Program, this
would mean that supplies of ineals would need to be on
hand for potential use of field trips, away front school
functions, or emergenry use in the schooi. Once the
meals were procured by schools, they would tlien be
available for non-school purposes, such as local or
regional disaster relief.
The meals could also be used in intemational aid
efforts and would be a good tool to have on hand when
dealing with climate changes, child nutrition programs,
and famine relief. If used for international relief, the
nieals would have to be adapted to nieet local cultural
preferences, both in terms of food and food packaging.
The logistics of developing shelf-stable nieals accep-
tabk to many different cultural groups could prove very
difficult, and expensive. Economies of scale necessary
for economical production of the meals would be hard
to maintain if acceptability of the products depended
upon the availability of many different types of diets.
While cost considerations will impact the potential
for use in disaster and emergency relief situations, the
unique aspects of the system could mitigate against
decisions made solely on a cost basis.
THE ROLE OF INDUSTRY-BACKGROUND PAPER
The interest of the food industry in the concept of a
shelf=stable meal system is vital if it is to beconie a
reality. Efforts were made by the LBJ School to
determine the degree of interest of the food industry, as
well as how it viewed the need for and marketability of
such a system. Letters were sent to over 100 food
companies and over 30 trade associations. We also had
the benefit of several personal discussions with industry
representatives. Responses were varied and interesting.
This section will present an overview of the meal
system from a commercial perspective, specific com-
nients from sonie food companies, and a quick look at
what has aiready been done.
The NASA shelf-stable niea) system is siniple in
concept, yet not so simple that it is readily available to
those who want it. Convenience foods have been
appearing for the last 20 years. ldeas for convenience
foods have closely paralleled the NASA Meal System-it
is surprising that the system was not developed earlier.
For instance, potato flakes and hot tnilk make mashed
po ►atoes. Single-serving cans contain everything from
tuna fish to fruit cocktail and Campbell's Soup. Single-
serving nieals exist in frozen t'orm.
The NASA meal systeni simply draws on many of the
best characteristics of convenience foods. It draws on
the ease of preparation—the time-saving aspects niost
obviously. !t saves tinie otlierwise needed for shopping
and menu planning, while cnsuring a balanced nieal. it
can be stored without ret'rigeration, thus saving electri-
city and valuable freezer space, and transported in a
nuniber of ways—U.S. Mail, airdrop, truck. volunteer
delivery, etc.
The question arises: Why wasn't the system devel-
oped prior to the NASA/LBJ School Project7 The most
obvious reasons are: (1) production costs: (2) distribu-
tion problenis: and. (3) identification of the tnarket.
(1) Production costs include food processing,
prunary packaging, secondary packaging, and
nieal assernbly. Tlte following are son ►e
exantpies of die costs: (a) Stnall packages
require more niaterial per item and thus cost
proportionately more. (b) The meal box cannot
be as simple as an aluminum tray for frozen
nteals unless every item in each nienu is
uniform, l:ven thon, the meal box wouid have
to protect several heavy items. (c) The food
industry does not appear to be equipped to
combine various food items into meal units by
machine. (d) Secondary packaging is an expense
not incurred in the sale of individual items.
(2) The retail grocery marke ►
 niay no ► be the
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appropdate oudet for the meal system, so new
distribution systems may need to be developed.
Whatever the case, the more complicated tite
system, the more expensive the nkals beconie.
(3) Production of the meal system is not a simple
matter, as the costs indicate, and thus not
something food industries are likely to pursue
without a well-det3ned market. Prior to the
development of the NASA meal system, the
market for shelf-stable meals consisted pri-
marily of canipers and the Army. Some
companies were concerned with the food needs
of the elderly—a rapidly growing group—but
had not successfully developed a line of pro-
ducts especiaily for the elderly. A few
companies actually had been toying with the
notion of shelf-stable meals, but the needed
research and marketing studies would have put
production into the 1980s.
Industry responses ranged from ". .. it looks to me
like anotiter government prograni that spends money
that the government does not have.", to "There defi-
nitely is a place for the products you have
developed ..." However, two main trends appeared in
the industry responses.
The first was that the conimercial risk involved in
production of a system for a limited niarket was tuo
great for industry to assunte alone. Somehow govern-
ntent would have to underwrite the risk and guarantee a
market, or obtain the meals through direct goventntent
procureinent.
The second position was that if the market for the
nxal system can be shown to be of reasonable size,
production of the meal system is just a matter of time.
Of particular interest to several companies is the
potential of a system consisting primarily o.` flex pouch
items, since they are lighter, less buiky, easier to open,
and of better quality than canned foods.
C. W. Cook, of General Foods Corp., cautioned that
careful research is needed, because "consumer behavior
can be unpredictable and can result in a good technicai
approach being a commercial, or even a social, failure."
His message was obviously in the minds of many who
wrote to us. But, though cautious, most were very
Interested in the potential of the system, particularly if
it reached the elderly. One man said, "We do have a
considerable interest in providing nutritious foods for
the U.S. consumers, and with the growing number of
elderly, this problem and opportunity takes on added
importance: '
The meal system demonstration prompted more than
interest in two cases. Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc.
recently developed its own tive menu system—"Easy
Meal", for use by elderly or coniined people. They sup-
plied all of the frceze-dried items for the NASA demon-
stration—some of which are now being used in their
five menus. The meals are for sale at Si.GS per meal, in
cases of 12, by ordering directly from Oregon Freeze
Dry Foods. Government agencies and charitable organ-
izations may deduct S percent from the list price.
Colonel Jack Sable, a human resources management
consultant, is forming a non-profit corporation, Skylab
Foods, Inc., to procure and assemble foods for a seven-
day menu plan. He hopes to eventually have a system
consisting entirely of flex-pouch fhod items.
THE ROLE OF INDUSTRY—
CONFERENCE DISCUSSION
The meal system concept developed by NASA will
survive only if industry finds it commercially attractive.
Production hinges upon a ready market. Does that
market exist? The first step is to identify as comprehen-
sively as possible the demand for shelf-stable meals.
What existing ineals progranis wouid be interested in
using a packaged meal on a full- or part-time basis? What
scxial service progranis, presently not providing a meal
component, would be interested in widening their scope
to include nieals? What disaster reliet' organizations
wouid h: interested in purchasing a supply of shelf-
stable nieals fur standby use? What hospitals? What
hotne health services?
Identifying the demand for the nieals can be done in
several ways. First of all, a number of individuals and
agencies have already contacted NASA :tnd the LBJ
School to indicate their interest in obtaining sheif stable
meals for use in their areas. Requests of this kind usually
have followed receipt of project inforniation, such as
progress reports and the hnal report. The June. 1976
articie about the nieal system which appeared in Parrrde
Magazine also prompted letters of interest, and requests
for infonnation about where meals ccx ►!d be purchased.
Wlule a"write-in" campaign does provide some
information about the extent of interest in the meal
system, a more systematic investigation process needs to
be undertaken. Letters should be written to public and
private programs providing meals for the elderly, public,
and private agencies and organizations providing sociai
services for the hand'tcapped, the poor. the retarded,
etc., disastor and entergency relief organizations, hospi-
tals, honu health agencies, and other potential users of
the meals to ascertain the number of nuals they would
consider purchasing and at what price. Potential users
also need to make known the kinds of nuals they want
to use, e.g., speciai diet meals, ethnic nteals. Once thir,
information is available, it should be compiled in a
directory of needs and published.
A companion directory, listing manufacturers' pro-
i
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4ucts that are presently available for singk•serving meals,
stuuld also be compiled. industrial representatives indi-
cttud that food supplies are availabk for immediate use.
Fot example, Oregon Freeze Dry is producing the Easy
Meai System, and has production capabilities to provide
100,000 people with two nxals a week. Supplies of
single-serving canned products are also avaiiable and are
behtg used in vending machines. Such canned products
eut be obtained through institutional wholesalers for use
in meal programs.
Many pouibilities for local applications of a shelf•
stable nieal systeni exist. tndividuai communities need to
aswss their particular needs, and adapt the system to
meet those needs. For example, they can approach food
suppliers and ask for their assistance in procuring and
packaging nteals. Efforts of this kind can make use of
food items presently avaiiable.
Local efforts of this type to obtain a shelf-stable nual
pac:cage may result in not one meal system, but many
n>eal systems. Decentralixed procurenxnt will probably
not allow for large production and the econoniies of
scale necessary to bring down the unit price of special
order food itenis. However, local effoits can and shouid
be ininiediately undertaken while the planning and
organixation necessary to produce a national meal
systeni gets underway.
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CHAPTER V
EXPLORING POSSIBLE ACTION
One of the central goals of the Meai System Con-
ference was to criticaliy assess the future of the meai
system, and to offer suggestions about possible courses
of action that could be taken to implement the system
on a wider basis. Discussion followed several lines. A
central concem was whether . future demonstration
programs were in order, and how they should differ
from the 1976 Texas demonstration. Participants
offered detailed suggestions for food, design, and deliv-
ery changes that should be considered in any future
programs.
Participants also considered funding alternatives for
future programs. Would such programs be dependent
upon the passage of new federa) legislation, such as S.
519, or could the prograrn be funded through current
appropriations, such as Title VII or Titie XX'' What
private sources might be used? The issue of funding was
thought to be one of the ntost crucial deterininants of
program survival.
Another key issue concerned industry's response to
the needs for shelf stable meals. If funds were available
for the purchase of nteals, how would user groups
contmunicate their needs to the food industry7 Would
industry be willing to assist cornrnunities in establishing
programs"
And finally, conference participants considered what
steps should be taken to bring about a shelf stable meal
program. Throughout the meeting, calis for input. action
and organization were made. !n the Qnai session,
participants responded to these calls with the formation
of a Task Force to oversee and coordinate future
developments. What can the Task Force do to hasten the
implententation of the meai systeni for groups in need°
Wdl nationai or grassroots efforts prove more succeaful"
These topics will be addressed in the sections which
follow.
FUTURE DEMONSTRATION NEEDS
There was widespread agreenunt that future demon-
strations of the meal system were in order. While the
1976 Texas program was successfui, many unanswered
cluestions remain concerning the nutritionai balance of
the meals, the optimum delivery system, and the
relationship of the NASA mea) system to other social
service progra-ns. Participants also felt that any future
demonstrations should be independently evaluated by an
agency or organization that took no part in the
demonftration, citing the need to keep evaluative and
research roles separate. It was realized, however, that
participants in demonstrations may not respond favor-
ably to contacts v►ith numerous evaluations staff.
To which groups should future programs be targeted?
The concensus was titat the groups most in need of such
a program are the hontebound elderly and the home-
bound handicapped whose food needs are not currently
being rnet by existing programs. There was agreement
that "homebound" should be broadly interpreted to
inciude those penwns who are physically unable to leave
their hoines, those who are enwtionally unabie to leave
their humes, and those who live in extreniely isolated
areas and have no other programs available to them.
Whenevcr possible. the spouses of honiebound persons
shouid also be aliowed to participate in the program.
Participants considered desired changes which should
be rnade in the meal system for future demonstrations.
Specific suggestions were made concerning alterations in
mcal design and meai delivery, which would make the
system nutritionally more sound and better able to meet
the varied needs oi' potential user groups.
mew rksieff
Participants felt that future demonstrations should
utilize a broader array of foods. Titere was general
agreement that the 1976 nxnus were too narrow in
compodtion. Nutritionists streued that more variety was
necessary in food texture, food color. and food items.
Ctxrsideration shouid be given to including fresh fruits.
bread. margarine. and commodity food items, even
though such items would eliminate the sheif stability of
the nteal packagn. it is important that the food package
not oniy provide nutritionally suund n ►eals, but aiso
serve to educate the consunters.
The 1976 demonstration found that participants
mixed and matched food items from different packages.
SO
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Participants suggested that the svstem shuuld be
desigtxd to ensure that mixing and matching does not
interfere with the proper nutritional ba?ance of the
meals. For example, consideration should be given to
color coding food itents in such a way that participants
will be able to choo:e food items of five different colors
and obtain a balanced mea1. Food iteins in one color
could be nutritionally interchangeable with another item
of that same color. Such a color coding system would
provide for greater inenu flexibility un the part of food
users, while also assuring nutritional balance.
The suggestion was rnade that the basic nutritional
component uf each food item in the package sltould be
labeled, as well as the caloric content of each itent. Such
labeling will strengthen the educational contponent ot'
the meal system. Participants should be encouraged to
read the cattent labels to better acquaint themselves
with the elements found in food.
The question of special medical diet menus was raised
repeatedly. Participants felt that careful research was
necessary to determine the nuniber of special diet meals
that ntigltt be necessary in future denwnstrations. It was
brought out that in Louisville. Kentucky. 48 percent uf
the nteals that are served to ihontebuund elderly are
special diet meals.
Gener•rl cuncern was alsu vuiced abuut the level ul'
sodium in the present NASA nieal systeni. and whether
it was low enough for those on a restricted sodiunt diet.
No sodium breakdown is available on tite :1 inenu
cycle. A recommendation was inade that the level of
sodiunt per meal in future progrnts be no more than 2
grams, even fur dict meals. This recommendation follows
front medical findings that excessive sait intake is
particularly harntful to the heaith of the elderly. It
must be kept in rnind, huwever, that adding salt at
honte cannot be controlled and should not he attentpted
except under medic •rl instructions.
Tite question uf ethnic diets was alsu raised. Can
ethnic diCts be develuped and ecunornically produced
for future programs'' To wltat extent will user accepta•
bility of a shelf-stable nteal pack •rge depend upon the
availability of fantiliar ethnic. or regiunal foods". It was
broueht uut that Mexiean-Antericans wlto participated in
the Texas progrant did nut tind the lack uf cthnic foud a
barrier to their enjuynent ul' the ttteal systeitt. In most
cases. thcy added additional ingredients ur spices tu
rnake the meals appruximate their nurinal preferences. ll'
special ethnic diet meals cannut be produced econo-
mically. participants in future demunstratiuns can be
encouraged to "doctor" the n>eals in this way.
Future programs might wish tu cunsider using surplus
fosd items distributed through the USDA. Twenty-one
iteros are currently available. tttany of which are shelf-
stabk. Mr. del Castillo of the USDA stressed that
surplus itents can be packaged in a variety uf ways, not
necessarily in bulk. Surplus iteins have been used in Tide
VII congregate progrants since their inception.
Another food item available through USDA is a
fortified, dried milk. When reconstituted with 10 ounces
of water, it provides 1/6 RDA for persons 55 and
older. AOA has been using this product in elderly
feeding programs.
Participants also considered the qucstion of packaging
options for future den ►onstrations. Since assentbly and
packaging of the individual food items into a mcal unit
proved to be an expensive part of the 1976 demonstra-
tion, future programs ntight consider using elderly
cungregate meal participants to package and assemble
meals for the homebound elderly. lf local efforts of this
kind wcre r.arried out, the nteals cuuld be tailored to the
foud preferences of the lucal pupulation in ainore exact
way.
laeNqrry Systenr
One uf the unique aspects uf' the shelt'-steble mcal
system is its delivery options. Delivery systeins can be
adapted tu meet the specific needs of user groups.
Volunteer, van drop-off. and U.S. Mail delivery were all
successfully used during the 1976 demunstration. Gach
ttolds promise for certain seginents of the population.
For exanlple. mail delivery would be eff'ective in
special peographic regions, such as the Alaskan buslt. (n
Alaska, fioud shipments are ufien held up because of
st•vere weather. or bec •ruk- rivers becomc froien and
unnavig•rblr. f;ven if' supplies uf fuud are avsulable fi>r
hunte-delivered programs, volunteers cannot make thcir
deliveries due tu pwor visibility. Mailing uf' mcals would
be ufgreat benefit in this regiun.
Mail deliveries wuuld alsu prove a buon in rural areas
where marty miles separate mcal programs fruin those in
need. Fur many truly isolated itndividuals, getting a foxxt
package through ttte mail wuuld be the unly way they
could receive this aid. The fuud needs of these persons
are particularly strung since their distance fruut stures
ntakes it very difiicult tu purchase fw ►d un a regular
basis. particul •rrly in tintes uf ill hcalth ur inclement
weatlter.
I-ur those persut►s whu live in rnure pupulated are •rs, a
persunal nteans of delivery is tu be preferred. Partici-
pants felt t)tat •r strong nutritiun educatiun ctnrtpunent
shuuld he made part uf the delivery systcm. and
suggested that visiting nurses. scl:ools. and hcalth and
technulugy niuseums be cunsidered as part uf the
delivery chain.
Tlwught ntust also be given to whetber the systent
cuuld be delivered economically front grc ►cery stures.
This would enable those whu are not elderly or
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haadieapped to purchase the nteals to supplement their
diet. $y having the meals available for general purchase,
the "need" for the food would be expanded, and this
would justify greater production on the part of the food
ptocessors.
lFUNDING FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS
-Whether or not future demonstrations of the NASA
shelf-stable meal concept take place hinges in large part
upon the avaVability of funding. The cost of production
of any new system is large, and there is little reason to
be hopeful that industry will underwrite the costs by
itself. Conference participants felt that Federal funds
should not be used to "prove" to industry that there was
a need for pruducing the meal system. However, it was
hoped that Federal assistance could be obtained to
reduce the overall cost of obtaining the food. What
potential sources of funding exist, and how likely is it
that they will be made available for additional feeding
programs?
Legislation has been introduced in both the United
States House and Senate to amend the Older Americans
Act to create a national Meals on Wheels program for
the homebound. S. 519 originated in the Select Commit-
tee on Nutrition and Human Needs, chaired by Senator
George McGovern. A section of the bill calls for a three-
state demonstration program using the meal system
developed by NASA. The denionstration would focus on
the "feasibility of using the meal system as a component
of, or as a substitute for regular nutrition projects,
particulariy in areas where normal delivery services are
not feasible or practicable or are too costly."
McC:ovem's bill wouid give preference in tlte award-
ing of grants or contracts to well-established pre-existing
meals-on-wheels groups, although Title Vil programs
projects would also be eligible to participate. Fifteen
percent of each project's caseload could be composed of
blind or disabled individuals who are not elderly.
Senator Kennedy has also introduced legislation
which would establish a national Meals-on-Wheels pro-
gram. However, his bill, S. 1283, differs from
McGovern's in several aspects, the most important of
which is that no provision is made for further denton-
stradon projects utilizing the NASA meal system. S.
1283 also gives preference in the awarding of grants or
contracts to Title V!1 projects, and niakes no provisions
for includirtg non-eldarly biind or disabled in the
program.
Both bills have not been reported out of Senator
Eagleton's Subcommittee on Aging. The Food Research
and Action Center feels that chances are almost nil that
either bill wiU obtain a budget waiver necessary for
Fiscal 1978 appropriations. yowever, the Center feels
that it is still important that supporters of home•
delivered nieals legislation write to members of the
Aging Committee and make their feelings known. Some
home-delivered meal advocates feel that it is preferable
to keep meals-on-wheels legislation separate from the
Older Americans Act reorganization, which comes up
in 1978.
There is little chance that federal funds will be
appropriated for a three-state demonstration of the
NASA meai system for Fiscal Year 1977. However, at the
discretion of the states, and local Title Vll projects,
other Federal monies could be used for the purchase of
shelf-stable meals.
For example, a portion of Title Vll funds can be used
for the delivery of ineals to the homebound, and Title
VIl projects could elect to use some of their funds for
the purchase of shelf =stable meals. Title XX social service
funds can be used for provision of ineal service, although
conference participants felt Tide XX was too cuinber-
some to administer because of tite means test.
Participants also considered the possibility of using
food stamps for purchase of sheif-stable meals,
although the mechanics of such use was not fully,
worked out. Several manufacturers at the conference
stated that they would apply to the Department of
Agriculture for permission to accept food stamps in
payment for food products to be assembled into
shelf-stable meal packages.
Local, volunteer meals-on-wheels programs could pay
for shelf-stable meais for supplementary or weekend use
by clients out of available funding. While local efforts of
this kind wouid lack the national thrust that would
accompany a three-state, federaily funded demonstra-
tion, there would be a beginning, which would keep the
idea of shelf-stable meals in the public's mipd.
A GRASSROOTS STRATEGY: FORMATION
OF THE TASK FORCE
As the previous section makes ap too clear, there is
little likelihood that federal funds will be made available
for additionai demonstration programs utilizing the
NASA meal systetn. S. 519 is for all practical purposes
dead for fiscal year 1978. Does this mean the end of the
nieal system? Or are there actions that can be taken by
interested persons to advance the meal system program
on a grassroots level?
The cujiference signalled the erid of the active roles of
NASA and the LBJ School in the development and
testing of the shelf-stable meal system. But cotttinued
organization, publicity, and research must occur for the
meal system to suivive. Accordingly, a call was made for
persons to give their time and energies for the continued
development of the meal system. In his address, Dr.
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Salant called for the formation of a Task Force to
formulate a plan of action, and to bring that plan to
fruition. At the close of the conference, tl ►irty persons
indicated their interest in serving on such a task force.
What can the task force do? Wliat are its priorities'?
The first priority is compiling a directory of organiza-
tions, agencies, and food programs that want to purchase
food items for use in a shelf stable ineal systeni. Such a
listing would include the types of foods desired, and the
numbers of units. A companion directory also needs to be
compiled listing all foods presently available for single-
serving meal systems, the ntanufacturers, and their cost.
Industria; representatives indicated that there were
supplies of "normal diet" food itenis available for
immcdiate purchase and use. They also expressed
willingn,;ss to work with local communities in assemb-
ling r,.°al packages. But, before this can be done, the
needs .,f local conimunities, and the capabilities of food
mant acturers need to be established.
i'h^ task force can aid local conmiunities and
programs in food procureinent efforts by coordinating
requests for fuod items.
; rordination and pooling of requests can lead to
increased deniand volunie. This, in turn, niay reduce the
unit cost of food items, and perhaps generate enough
demand to bring about special order goods. The key, of
course, is to encourage local conimunities to institute
shelf-stable meal programs, and then to provide channels
tlirough which the ordering of food items and the
assembly into ineal packages inay occur. As nientioned
in the section, "Role of Industry;' such efforts will
result in not one nieal system, but many meal systems,
each taking into account the specitic needs of the
communities and the populations who will use them.
Task force leaders see grassroots action of this kind
as an important impetus to any future national meal
program. While the demand for shelf-stable meals
appears to exist, chances for a national program or
demonstration are unlikely in the near future due to
funding uncertainties. However, if local programs ge!
underway and are successful, they may thrust the
concept into national prominence and generate a
national funding base.
it+tembers of the Task Force are applying for funding
to carry on their work. Peggy Wilson. Peggy Sheeler,
and Ren Breck are coordinating these efforts. A com-
plete list nf Task Force nienibers is included at die end
of Chapter VI under "Participants".
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CHAPTER V!
STRATEGY FOR INNOVATION
Dr. Jursen Schmandt
Pxoj'essor, LBJ Scizool oJ'f'ublic AJJairs
During the course of the conference, a variety of'
public sector needs for the NASA ineal systern or sonie
vadation thereof were discussed. We jiow have sonie idea
of ttte nature, though nut the exact size of possible
publ ic sector demands. But, we would fool ourselves if
we assumed that the process of innovation in the case of
the NASA meal systeni has run its course. There is still a
long way to go before such a sysfeni will be available to
meet different needs-and it is equally pussible that this
stage will not be reached at all in tlte foreseeable future.
To indicate where we are at present and what remain:.
to be done, I propose to put the case of the meal system
in a larger context. We are dealing with the introduction
of a new teclinology and a government•sponsored at-
tenipt to denionstrate the usefulness of this techuology.
The RAND C:orporation has just conipleted a study of
24 federally-funded denionstrations which provides
some useful paranieters for the assessnient of the nieal
systein project (Walter S. Baer, L.L. lohnson, E.W.
Merrow, "Government-Sponsored Denionstrations of
New Technologies", Scietrce 27 May 1977, 950-957).
Using some of the findings of' this study, the following
observations can be ►nade.
A demonstration serves the purpose ot' bridging the
gap between laboratory development and comntercial
use. As such, it is intended to prove technical feasibility,
develop an appropriate delivery mechanisnt, study the
innovation in its intended service environment, assess
social acceptability, nieasure cost, and identify public
benefits wliich can be expected froin the technology. All
this has been done in the case of' the NASA nteal systent
for one particular group of the intended service popula-
tion. Additional demonstrations could address similar
issues for other service populations and, if possible, for a
mix of different groups. This would help to further
reduce the several uncertainties which need to be
answered: technological uncertainty, cost uncertainty,
demand uncertainty, institutional uncertainty, and
uncertainty about externalities which are not reflected
in the cost, such as nutritional value and safety of the
nieal systeni.
A different stage in the process of innovations is
entered once we niove fro ►n denionstration to diffusion
of technology. Everything is scaled upward: investment,
risk, production, delivery, consunier reaction. The
guvernntent at this point niay still play a crucia) role as
purchaser, but the principal action agent is now private
industry. Will the meal systeni lend itself to diffusion,
either as a result of the dentotistratioti for the aged,
which was done in Texas or of other denionstrations
which may fi>Ilow? The RAND study identities several
conditions which seeni to help along the prucess from
denionstration to diffusion:
I. The initiati%e for the development and demonstra-
tion of the new technology does not come directly
from the federal government. Dif'fusion is more
likely to occur if t)te "deniand-push" contes from
private firnis or local governntents and service
providers. ". .. Unsolicited proposals, or local
projects suggested in response to a broadly stated
request for proposals, appear to have better
diffusion success than do denionstrations whose
approach and tecltnology are specified at the
federal level."
2. A strong industrial system exists which takes
charge of commercializations. Also, a ntarket
exists for similar products. The existence of
obvious ntanufacturers and purchasers of new
technology reduces the extent of radical institu-
tional change, and thus i'acilitates the process of
diffusion. If an entirely new niarket needs to be
created, success is less predictable.
3. During the demonstration phase, all elentents
nc>eded for coniniercialization are taken into
account. Producers, as well as user groups, need to
be brought in at an eady stage in order to be able
to contribute to the planning and conduct of' the
denionstration.
4. In general, tectinology push will be less successful
than market pull. A real scxial need is prerequisite
to successful diffusion. Technology promotion
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will not work unless adequate attention is given
to markets and needs.
S. Once the basic parameters of the innovation are
established, the best strategy for govemment is to
encourage innovation by increasing availability of
prograni funds. Industry and service providers will
then be attracted to undertake the additiona)
researcit and development which is needed to
adjust the technology to different service environ-
nients and to large-scale production and
marketing.
In conclusion, demonstration will lead to dif-
fusion if the following conditions are met: there
exist "technology well in hand, cost- and risk-
sltaring with non-federa) participants, project
initiatives at the local level, a strong industrial
system for commercialization, participation in the
demonstration by those who will take responsi-
bility for further diffusion . . ."
It sliould be noted that the NASA meal system was
not included in the range of denionstrations ctudied by
the RAND Corporation. But, I submit that the prognosis
of success based on this assessment of past experience is
an optimistic one. The meal system meets all conditions
for successful diffusion and commercialization which
the RAND study identified. Now it remains to be seen
whether industry and service providers, jointly with the
government, will come to the same conclusion and make
the NASA nieal systeni available on a scale commensu-
rate to the need.
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ATTACHMENT A--CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
MONDAY, JUNE 6, 1977
Morning
Opening General Session
Purpose of the C.onference—Dr. Jurgen Schmaridt,
Director, LBJ School Meals System Project.
MeaLc for the Elderly: The 1976 Demonstration
Meals from Space: A Documentary
Design and Production of the Meal System—Gary
Primeaux, Director, NASA Meal System Project
Ron Ritz, Meal System Project, Martin Marietta
Delivery Alternatives—Peggy Wllson, Coordinator, Field
Network, L.BJ School
Demonstration Results—Dr. Lodis Rhodes, Faculty
Member, LBJ School, Meal System Project
Mediatl Aspects--Dr. William McGanity, U.T. Galveston,
Medical Branch, Meal System Project Director,
Medical Component
Cost and Policy Implications--Jurgen Schmandt
General Discussion Period
Noon
Conference Luncheon—Video Presentation: "Social
Insecurity," Renwick Breck.
Afternoon
Second General Session
Presiding—Dr. John Gronouski, Professor, LBJ School
Keynote Address—Nutrition, Agin$, and Public Policy
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey
Panel Discussion—Functlonal Uses of theMeals
Panelists—Renwick Breck, Chairman, Alternatives for
the Aged and Handicapped Planning Council, Epis-
copal Diocese of California
Georgia Georgeson, Program Coordinator, Veterans
Administration, Nursing Home Programs
Eugene Pitman, USDA, L.iaison with Red Cross and
Salvation Army
Lowell Bernard, Director, Cleveland Health Museum
and Education Center
Concurrent Workshops--"Functional Uses of the Meal
System"
Social Services
Session Leader—Renwick Breck
Rapporteur—Barbara J. Dydek, LBJ School Graduate
Institutions
Session Leader—Georgia Georgeson
Rapporteur--Frances Zorn, USDA, Child Nutrition
Division, FNS
Disaster Relief and International Aid
Session Leader—Eugene Pitman
Rapporteur—Norm Linsky, Research Assistant, LBJ
School Meal System Project
FurtherDemonstration Needs?
Session i:
Session Leader—Lowell Bernard
Rapporteur—Joe Motter, Research Analyst
Session Il:
Session Leader—Margaret Sharpe, Project Nutri-
tionist, Harris County (Houston) Senior Citizen's
Project
Rapporteur—Ruth Roth, LBJ School, Meal System
Project
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TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 1977
Mornleq
Third General Session
Presiding—Donald F. Reilly, Deputy Commissioner,
Administration on Aging
Nutrition and Health—Dr. Donald Watkin, Assistant to
the Director, Offlce of State & Communiry Programs,
Administration on Aging
Shelf-Stable Meals and the Food lndustry—Dr. Abner
Salant, Director, Food Engineering Laboratories,
U.S. Natick Development Center
Workshop Reports—"Functional Uses of the Meal
System"
Renwick Breck	 Margaret Sharpe
Georgia Georgeson	 Lowell Bernard
Eugene Pitman
Concurrent Workshops—"Exploring Possible Action"
Workshop I—will assume a significant volume of pro-
duction generated by government demand.
Session Leaders—James Schleck, Commodity Op-
erations, USDA
Dr. Michael Pallansch, Assistant Administrator,
USDA—Agricultural Research Service
Rapporteur—Anne Kohler, Director, Research Utili-
zation Project, Generation Connection, Texas
Department of Public Welfare
Workshop Il--will assume that public sector needs will
be met directly by industry.
Session Leader—Edward Hirschberg, President, Inno-
vative Foods
Rapporteur—Joseph Brown, Executive Director,
Rhode Island Meals-on Wheels, Inc.
Workshop III—will explore an intermediate strategy of
industry-government cooperation.
Session Leader—Jack M. Sable, Human Resources
Consultant, Sable Associates, lnc.
Rapporteur—Norm l,insky
Conference Luncheon
Speaker—Dr. Arthur S. Flemming, Commissioner,
Administration on Aging
Ajternooa
Concluding General Session
Presiding—Scott Bunton, Texas Office of State-Federal
Relations
Workshop Reports—"Exploring Possibie Action"
Jack Sable
Edward Hirschberg
Anne Kohler
Publfc Sector Needs and How to Meet Them
Jurgen Schmandt
Panel Discussion: Does the Mea! System Have a Future?
Paneiists—Edwina McDonald, Veterans Adminis ­:ation
Peggy Sheeler, Executive Director, Meals-on-Wheels
of Central Maryland, lnc.
Grace Billings, Nutrition Administrator, Alaska
Office on Aging
Robert McMullen, National Products, Manager,
Food Service Division, Carnation Co.
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ATTACHMENT B--CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
*Richard Abbott *Loweli Bemard *Joseph Brown
Continential Can Cleveland lieaith Museum Rhode Island Meals on Wheels
555 Butterfield Road 8911 Euclid Avenue 175 Mathewson Street
Lombard, lllinois 60148 Cleveland, Ohio 44106 Providence, Rhode Island 02903
Ronald Adcock *Grace Billings Sister Miriam Elizabeth Brown
IdahR Dcpartment of Alaska Offrce on AgnB Community Health Services
Health and Welfare Department of Health and Sisters of Nazareth Hoine Health Agency
Statehouse Sociai Security P. 0. Box 43
Boise, ldaho 83720 Pouch H-Olc Nazareth, Kentucky 40048
Juneau, Alaska 99811
i ►a,rison Allen, Jr. Sidney Brown
NASA Lewis Research Center Keith Black Sevamp Senior Services
21000 Brookpark Road COAD Senior Nutrition 16 Kroger Executive Center, Suite 145
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 °. 0• Box 517 Norfolk, Virginia 23502
Ironton, Ohio 45631
C. John Bates *Ellis Byer
ITf Continental Baking Company Mel Boles Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, lnc.
P. 0. Box 731 32 Baybrook Crescent P. 0. Box 1048
New York, New York 10580 Scarboto, Ontario Canada M1H 2116 Albany, Oregon 97321
*Geraldine Bates Charles Bourland Marvin Byer
Aong Office Technology Inc. Oregon Freeze Dry Foods. Inc.
1321 Winewood Boulevard 17311 El Camino Real P. 0. Box 1048
Tallahassee, Flodda 32301 liouston, Texas 77058 Albany, Oregon 97321
Wayne Batterman *C. Renwick Breck Dr. Doris Campbell
Hormel Company Futures Planning Council Camden Metropolitan Ministry
P. 0. Box 933 2739 McMorrow Road 3513 Merriel Avenue
Austin. Minnesota 55912 San Pablo, Califomia 94806 Camden, New Jersey 08105
Margorie Bender *Anna Brown David Caruer
University of Cincinnati Mayor's Commission on Aging Pathen Foods
516 Dyer Hall U-C Room 42, City Hall 601 D Street
Cincinnati. Oltio 45221 Cleveland, Ohio 44214 Washington, D.C. 20001
Klaus Bergmann George Brown *Margaret Chester
Bressler-Menu HUD lnternational Paper Company
Flughafen 751 - 7th Street, S.W. 220 East 42nd Street
2 Hamburg 63, Germany Washington, D.C. New York, New York 10017
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^ ^ JWjanne Cohn Ruth Fugltt Veronica Jones
Georgia Office of Aging Neighborhood Services HUD
618 Ponce de Leon Avenue 1303 North Broadway 751 - 7th Street, S. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103 Washington, D.C.
OfiverCorona Georgia Georgeson E. H. Kane
U.S. Postal Service VA Nursing Home Care Programs Reynolds Metals Co.
VEnfant Plaza Veterans Administration 10th & Byrd Streets
Washington, D.C. 810 Vermont Avenue, N.W. Richmond, Virgiiiia 23219
Washington, D.C. 20420
Ralph Day Jacquelyn Keller
Campbell Soup Company *Nan Gilleland ARA Food Service Company
Campbell Place Department of Community Affairs Independence Square West
Camden, N.J. 08101 Route 3, Box 566a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
Tallahassee, Flodda 32303
Mary Jane Deiranich Robert Kellernieier
American Association of Ernest Glaser Green Giant Company
Retired Persons Avoset Food Corp. I 100 North Fourth Street
1909 K Street, N.W. 80 Grand LeSueur, Mitinesota 56058
Washington, D.C. 20049 Oakland, Califomia 94612
James Kinnavy
*W. D. Dibrell Marij Hasegawa Angelus Sanitary Can Machine Co.
Churcii World Service Virginia Office on Aong 4900 Paciflc Boulevard
Domestic Disaster Response 830 East Main Street, Suite 950 Los Angeles, Califomia 90058
New Windsor, Maryland 21776 Richmond, Virginia 23219
*Anne Kohler
Dorothy Diggins *Edward Hirschberg Department of Public Welfare
New York State Office for Aging Innovative Foods, Inc. Research Utilization Project
Agency Building, #2 179 St arlite Stret Americana Building
Empire State Plaza South San Francisco, CA 94080 Austin, Texas 78741
Albany, New York 12223
Eivia Holden Paul Krumpe
Joan Eliberg Bureau of Aging Services AID Foreign Disaster Assistance
Warreu Forest Area Agency on Aging P. 0, Box 44282, Capitol Station Room 19A09
800 Pennsylvania Avenue, North Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804 State Department
Warren, Pennsylvania 16365 Washingtoii, D.C. 20523
*Essie Jacobson
Susan Ference Town of Heinpstead Services Paul Langenus
Bucks Co. Adult Services for the Aging international Paper Co.
Neshaminy Manor Center 578 First Street 220 East 42nd Street
Doylestown, Pennsylvania 18901 Cedarhurst, New York 11516 New York, New York 10017
Arthur S. Flemming Anne Jacoby Norm linsky
Commissioner, Administration on Nutrition Program LBJ School of Public Affairs
Aging, HEW P. 0. Box 731 University of Texas
Washington, D.C. Vincennes, Indiana 47591 Austin, Texas 78712
Doris Foster Gala Jaramillo *Joyce Lowe
Washington Nursing Center Missouri Office of Aong Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging
603 East National Highway Broadway State Office Building 885 South 72nd Street
Washington, Indiana 47501 Jefferson City, Missoud 65101 Omaha, Nebraska 68114
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Borinquen Lugton	 Robert Mott	 *Carole Patten
Administration on Aging
	 HEW-OHD-PSA	 Neighborhood Services
26 Federal Plaza, Room 4149	 Switzer Building, Rni. 2227	 1303 North Broadway
New York, New York 10007
	 330 C Street, S. W. 	 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103
Washington, D.C.
William McCarthy	 *Patt Patterson
Eldercare Services, Inc.
	
Edwina McDonald
	 Intemational Food Service
26 Mystic Avenue
	
Veterans Administration
	 District Association
Boston, Massachusetts 02155 	 810 Vermont Avenue 	 51 Madison Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20420
	 New York, New York 10010
Donald McCreary
Food Distribution Division	 *Sister Ann Murphy	 Kay Picliette
FNS, USDA
	
Conimunity Health Services 	 Colorado Division of ^
Washington, D.C. 20250	 Sisters of Nazareth	 Services for Aging
Honie Health Agency	 126 East Fourth
Dr. William McGanity
	
P. 0. Box 43	 Delta, Colorado 81401
Dept. of Obstetrics 	 Nazareth, Kentucky 40048
& Gynecology	 Eugene Pitman
UTMB	 Barbara Kish Murray	 USDA
Galveston, Texas 	 Food Product Developinent 	 Washington, D.C.
2 North Riverside Plaza
*Jack McGrath	 Clucago, lllinois 60606	 Gary Primeaux
Reynolds Metals Company 	 NASA—Johnson Space Center	 t
6601 West Broad Street	 Paul Nicliolson	 SE 6
Richniond. Virginia 32361 	 Aladdin Synergetics lnc.	 Houston, Texas 77058
One Vantage Way
Lois McManus 	 P. 0. Box 10858	 Donald F. Reilly
National Meals Programs
	
Nashville, Ter,nessee 37210 	 Adniinistration on Aging. HEW
1506 Edgedale Road	 Washington, D.C.
Greensboro, North Carolina 27408	 Arnislia Norman ;
Atlanta Regional ;'ommission	 Joella Rlhodes
230 Peachtree Street. #200
	
Center for Aging ServicesRobert McMullen	 ,
Carnation Company
	
Atlanta, Georgia 30303	 403 Wapping Street
Food Service Division	 Frankfort. Kentucky 40601
5045 Wilshire Boulevard
	
*Rima North
Los Angeles, Califomia 90036	 I Cl Pinteniatonaaper	 o.	 r.	 os	 oesdRhdiLD
220 East 4:nd Street 	 LBJ School of Public Affairs
Frances Meeks New York, New York 10017	 Austin, Texas
HEWOHD Office on Aging 	 ^
50 Seventli Street. N.E. 	 LJnda Ortirer	 Ronald Ritz
Atlanta, Georgia 30323	 Federation for Connnunity Planning 	 NASA/Martin Marietta 	 i1001 Huron Road	 4027 Shady Springs Drive
Williant Michelberry	 Cleveland, Ohio 44120	 Seabrook, Texas 77586
Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc.
	 Howard Ostby	 Ruth RothP. 0. Box 1048	 Pioneer Potlatch Asscx. Inc. 	 LBJ School of Public AffairsAlbany, Oregon 97321	 ^502 East Fifth. Annex B	 University of Texas
8ruce Morgan	 The Dalles, Oregon 97058	 Austin. Texas 78712	 ^!
Amfac Foods
P. 0. Box 23564	 Michael Pallansch	 Curt Rygg
Portland, Oregon 97223	 USDA, Agricultural Research Service	 Mead Johnson Labs
Washington, D.C.	 2437 Windbreak Drive
Alexandria, Virginia 22306
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*Jack Sable Dr. Evelyn Spindler Clifford Whiting
SkyLab Foods Extension Services New Mexico Commission on Aging
444 Madison Avenue U.S. Departnient of Agriculture 810 Montana Road, N.W.
New York, New York 10022 Room 5038, S. Agriculture Bldg. Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
Washington, D.C. 20250
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